British Empire’s parting shot after
being forced to quit >>Pages 10&11

Author Joseph Choonara expains why this critique of
capitalism is still relevant >>Pages 14&15
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FASCISTS RAMPAGE IN
CHARLOTTESVILLE

BLOOD ON
TRUMP’S
HANDS
RESIST THE RIGHT

Dozens were injured in the US city of Charlottesville after a Nazi
Picture: PA
plowed his car into a throng of anti-racist protesters

GRENFELL FIRE

No homes and
no answers two
months after fire
SOME 500 people marched
to remember the dead of
the Grenfell Tower fire
on Monday evening.
Survivor Sid told Socialist
Worker, “We’re still in hotels
two months on, we’re being
offered ridiculous houses.”
Meanwhile, the terms of
reference of inquiry were
announced on Tuesday.

>>Page 3

HEALTH SERVICE

Corbyn on front
foot with rallies
over NHS crisis
AS NHS waiting lists grew
to their longest level in
a decade, Labour leader
Jeremy Corbyn is speaking
out against cuts and
privatisation at rallies.
But the fight for the NHS
cannot wait for a future
Labour government.
We need strikes and
protests now.

>>Page 7

TRANSPORT

Tories hike rail
fares and trash
safety on trains
RAILWAY USERS will face a
fare hike of almost 4 percent
next January following an
announcement on Tuesday.
Meanwhile, the Tories
are pushing through driver
only operation. But there is
mounting evidence that the
plan undermines safety.

>>Pages 2 and 17
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THE THINGS
THEY SAY

‘Irresponsibility
among the
powerful’

Former aide to Theresa May
Nick Timothy attacks firms for
dodging tax

‘Ideas to win’

Unfortunate title of election
loser Timothy’s new column in
the Daily Telegraph newspaper

‘No one told
me that I had
to go, but she
understood why’

Timothy, who wrote May’s
losing manifesto in June’s
general election, explains that
May was very understanding
in defeat

‘Britain has a
problem with
British Pakistani
men raping
white girls’
Labour’s shadow equalities
minister Sarah Champion
writes in the Sun newspaper

‘Thanks to
Labour MPs such
as Champion it’s
acceptable to say
Muslims are a
specific problem’
Trevor Kavanagh applauds
Champion in the Sun

‘Preparations for
a transition are
under way’
A royal aide hints that the
queen could step down in four
years time

TROUBLEMAKER

the

Warning—fat cat thieves are
operating at this train station
COMMUTERS IN Britain
spend six times as much
on rail fares as passengers
in the rest of Europe.
And that’s about to get
a whole lot worse after
Tuesday’s announcement
that nearly half of rail fares
will rise by nearly 4 percent.
These fares are supposed
to be regulated. This category includes the season
tickets that many workers
rely on.
But far from helping ordinary commuters,
this sort of “regulation”
guarantees a shock to their
bank balance.
That’s because the
government hikes the
price of the regulated
fares each January in line
with the RPI rate of inflation
the previous summer.
This latest rise comes on
top of a 1.9 percent increase

PART OF a protest on Tuesday	

in January—and more than
half a decade of spiralling
prices.
Since the Tories got into
office in 2010, rail fares have
increased twice as much as
pay. According to the RMT
rail union, train ticket prices
rose by around 32 percent
in the last eight years. But

Picture: Guy Smallman

average weekly earnings
have only grown by 16 percent during the same period.
So if you’re a nurse travelling from Chelmsford in
Essex into London, for example, 20 percent of your salary
will go on an annual season
ticket.
But since 2010 nurses

l

TORY HEALTH secretary Jeremy Hunt
took a £44,000 toilet break from
slashing the NHS last week.
The millionaire minister had a luxury
toilet and bathroom installed in his new
penthouse office.
In the same week Hunt floated the idea
of selling off more hospitals’ land. That’s
on top of £22 billion of cuts already piled
Hunt—taki
onto the health service.
ng the pi

ss

have seen a real terms
pay cut of around
14 percent under the Tories’
1 percent public sector pay
cap. Private sector bosses are
just as stingy.
No wonder fewer than half
of rail passengers are satisfied with the service they get
for the price.
That might come as a surprise to Paul Plummer, chief
of the bosses’ Rail Delivery
Group (RDG). “Money from
fares pay to improve the railways,” he claimed.
Meanwhile, the private
train operating companies
that he represents paid out
£228 million to their shareholders in dividends.
The same companies got a
£3.2 billion public handout
in the same year to aid the
process.
Talk about a great train
robbery.

THE LABOUR right’s smears
that Jeremy Corbyn’s supporters are far left “entryists” failed. So
they’re trying their hand at entryism.
Tony Blair’s former director of
political operations John McTernan
has joined Labou r left group
Momentum.
The Troubl emake r hopes his
covert operation fails.

Get in
touch with
Socialist
Worker

Contender John Rees Evans

John Rees Evans once
claimed a “gay donkey”
tried to rape his horse.
He will have to
fight it out among
11 vetted candidates.
But even party members
don’t seem too interested.
A hustings in Newport,
Wales, drew just 20 people
earlier this month.

@

Email reports@
socialistworker.co.uk
Web www.socialistworker.co.uk
Facebook “Socialist Worker (Britain)”
Twitter @socialistworker

FINALLY, AN explanation
for the puzzling fact that
working class men are
poor has emerged.
Forget wage freezes,
job losses and the rising
cost of living. Bosses’
think tank the Institute
for Fiscal Studies (IFS)
says it’s because they
won’t settle down and get
married.
The IFS found that over
a third of 42 year old
men born into the poorest
families have no wife or
partner so missed out on
their income. The figure
for the richest men is one
in seven.
Though the IFS did also
have to admit that poorer
men are more likely to be
out of work or living on
disability benefits than
richer men.

l

Ukip hopefuls making The rich are still as
an ass of themselves safe as mansions
A UKIP leadership
candidate has said gay
people are more likely to
have suffered child abuse.
David Kurten hopes
to lead the hard right
party after a leadership
election later this year.
His comments in a
Ukip questionnaire only
gave party members
another excuse to
continue their infighting.
Peter Whittle, who
hopes to be Ukip’s first
gay leader, said Kurten’s
comments were “wrong
on every level”.
Party deputy chair
Suzanne Evans declared
that Kurten was “not
fit for elected office”.
But then, who in Ukip
is? Fellow candidate

Don’t ask for a
pay rise, just
get married

THE HOUSING crisis
in London is getting so
bad even the rich have
noticed.
In a shocking sign
of the wealthy’s woes,
an £8 million mansion
has been sitting on the
market for four years at
a knockdown £4 million.
But Troublemaker has
a feeling that its owners
aren’t too short of funds.
The Clockhouse was
bought by Aryste Ltd,
registered in the British
Virgin Islands. The
Queen’s bank Coutts
coughed up the loan.
MEANWHILE workers
l
in London spent
over half their wages

Newsdesk
020 7840 5656
Circulation
020 7840 5601

TOFF OF
THE WEEK
Jacob Rees-Mogg
Tory stalking horse with
a passion for housing
lKey policies include
demolishing tower
blocks for the poor and
slashing stamp duty on
house sales for the rich
lHe got a £7.6 million
government grant to
restore his in-laws’
365-room ancestral pile
Wentworth Woodhouse

Hate crime
spike after
terror attacks
Going for a mere £4 million

on rent, according
to the GMB union.
In Westminster the
average rent for a two
bedroom property is
71 percent of the gross
average earnings of the
borough’s residents.
The second highest
was Hackney, where it is
67 percent of earnings.

Write to
Socialist Worker
PO Box 71327
London
SE11 9BW

REPORTED HATE crimes
soared in the wake
of terrorist attacks in
Westminster, Manchester
and London Bridge,
according to new official
figures.
The National Police
Chiefs’ Council said race
or faith hate crimes made
up the majority of the
increase.
The biggest rise
followed the Manchester
attack in May. The weekly
tally of hate crimes was
50 percent higher than for
the same period in 2016.
A similar spike was
not found after the terror
attack at the Finsbury
Park Mosque in June.
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No homes and no answers
two months after inferno
by ALISTAIR FARROW

SOME 500 people demonstrated
on Monday evening to remember
the dead of the Grenfell Tower fire.
Although the march was silent, the
anger was palpable.
Immediately after the inferno
Tory prime minister Theresa May
said people forced to move by the
fire would be rehoused within three
weeks.
But survivor Sid told Socialist
Worker, “We’re still in hotels two
months on. We’re being offered ridiculous houses, many are in bad condition
and some are even flooded.”
At a meeting on Friday of last week
another survivor, Zoe Dainton, called
the promise “a lie to the newspapers”.
“They’ve put Kensington Row in
the papers, but I haven’t been offered
a flat there and I don’t know anyone
who has,” she said. “It’s on the other
side of the borough as well.
Zoe added, “People need to go to
prison for what happened.”

RELATIVES OF Edson
Da Costa are still waiting for
answers over why he died
after police stopped him.
Cops stopped Edson in
Beckton, east London, on
15 June. He died six days
later in hospital.
Jussara was driving
the car when Edson was
stopped. She told Socialist
Worker, “They haven’t
released the body yet
because they don’t know the
exact cause of death.
“They’re just dragging the
situation out.”
More at bit.ly/2vwTDLs

THE JUSTICE4DAZ campaign
has called a unity vigil in
Coventry to demand justice
for Darren Cumberbatch.
The event on Thursday of
next week was called at the
campaign’s second meeting
last week. Darren died in
hospital nine days after his
arrest in Nuneaton in July.
Justice4Daz vigil, Thu 24 Aug,
6.30-7.30pm, Coventry
Cathedral, Priory St, CV1 5FB

SILENT MARCH demanding Justice for Grenfell on Monday of this week

FIGURE IT OUT

159

lHousing association Affinity
Sutton is hoarding this many
empty homes in the abandoned
Sutton Estate in south Kensington
lThat’s enough to house almost
everyone affected by the fire
lAffinity Sutton is controlled by
Clarion housing association—the
largest in Britain

Confronting the
rise in racism
Stand Up To Racism
conference
Saturday
21 October
10.30am4.30pm

INJUSTICE
Cops ‘dragging
out’ Edson case

Stand up for
Daz in Coventry

Warnings

First on that list should be the bosses
of the Kensington and Chelsea
Tenant Management Organisation
(KCTMO), the body that manages housing for the Tory council.
It ignored residents’ warnings over
safety before the fire.
A representative from KCTMO is
yet to attend the weekly Grenfell Fire
Response (GFR) meetings to face the
anger of survivors and residents.
Tory council leader Elizabeth
Campbell said she “didn’t know” why
a KCTMO representative hadn’t come
to a meeting yet but that they “will be
asked to attend”.
Local housing activist Jan Sweeney
told Socialist Worker, “The council is
talking about rehousing people with
the KCTMO.
“But nobody has any trust in them
after what they’ve done.”
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Friends Meeting
House,
Euston Road,
London
NW1 2BJ

Photo:
Geoff
Dexter

Campbell also said she was set to
meet “some of the largest housing
associations” to discuss rehousing
people.
But no-one should lose the rights
that come with a council tenancy as
a result of a deal between Campbell
and the big “social” landlords.
The council would only tell
Socialist Worker, “We are looking
at what we can do by buying more
properties and working with social
and private landlords.”
At last Wednesday’s GFR meeting Campbell said people could “be

Officer denies
assault charge
Picture: Guy Smallman

viewing and accepting things” by
“the end of September”. Even this is
too late. And Zoe said, “The housing
officer told us that it will probably
take a year to house us.”
The wall of silence from the council and KCTMO have infuriated
people.
“They’re still hiding from us,” said
Sid on Monday’s march. “But the
truth is going to come out.”
Silent Walk—Grenfell Tower
Thursday 14 September, 6.30pm
Notting Hill Methodist Church,
240 Lancaster Road, London W11 4AH

Will inquiry be a whitewash?
THE INQUIRY into the Grenfell
are “not suitable for a judge-led
Tower fire will avoid the big
inquiry”.
picture, after its terms of
But Tory housing reforms and
reference were announced on
fire cuts, and a refusal to apply
Tuesday.
the lessons of the 2009 Lakanal
Survivors and campaigners
House fire, helped create the
want it to look at systemic failings disaster. Joe Delaney from the
and policy decisions that
Grenfell Action Group
created the conditions for
told Socialist Worker,
the fire. Instead it will be
“It is vital the inquiry
limited to the immediate
covers relevant issues in
cause of the fire and the
detail, particularly the
actions of authorities
relationships between
before and after it.
the council, KCTMO and
Inquiry chair Sir
residents’ association.”
Martin Moore-Bick said
The inquiry is set to
anything more would
begin on 14 September.
“raise questions of a
If the establishment
Martin Moore-Bick, has its way it will be a
social, economic and
the inquiry’s chair
political nature” that
whitewash.

AVON AND Somerset Police
officer Claire Boddie was in
court on Monday over the
tasering of Judah Adunbi in
Bristol in January.
She entered a not guilty
plea to the charge of
common assault.
District judge David
Taylor said the case should
be heard outside Avon and
Somerset.
The case is listed for a
case management hearing
on 12 September in Swindon.

IN THIS WEEK

2016

Dalian Atkinson
killed by Tasering

Retired footballer Dalian
died after contact with
the police on 15 August.
His family are “still
reeling”, they said this
week. “Our determination
to get to the facts and
to see that appropriate
action is taken will not be
weakened,” they vowed.
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Grief and
anger after
anti-racist
killed in US

Behind the
far right’s rise
THE ATTACK and mobilisation in
Charlottesville marks a dangerous
high point in the development of
Nazi and far right organisations in
the US.
The demonstration was
significantly called under the
slogan “Unite the right”.
After Trump’s election last year
Andrew Anglin from the fascist
Daily Stormer website wrote, “Our
Glorious Leader has ascended to
God Emperor.”
A wide spread of groups—from
open Nazis to softer racists—fall
loosely under the banner of the “alt
right”. The Southern Poverty Law
Centre lists 917 “hate groups” in
the US.
Saturday’s mobilisation was
organised by Jason Kessler of
Unity and Security for America.
As the far right gains confidence
and the mobilisations get bigger,
the hard Nazi core has begun to
emerge. On Saturday’s protest
softer racist groups fell away,
leaving that core remaining.
One reporter went round the far
right demonstration asking people
if they identified as “national
socialist”, a significant number
nodded in reply.
In response to Trump’s election
many Nazi organisations, such as
the National Socialist Movement,
have changed their images
and logos as the prospect of
mainstream appeal becomes a
reality.
Part of anti-fascists’ job is to
expose Nazis for what they are
and not allow them to gain the
respectability that Trump’s election
and rhetoric offers them.

President Donald Trump’s racism has
fuelled the far right violence on the
streets, writes Alistair Farrow
AN ANTI-RACIST was killed
and 19 people injured in the US
last Saturday after Nazi James
Fields drove his car into crowds
of protesters.
Heather D Heyer died after
being hit by Fields while on a
counter-demonstration against
white nationalists and fascists in
Charlottesville, Virginia.
The far right came to protest
against the proposed removal of a
statue of Robert E Lee, a Confederate
general. The city council had voted
for its removal.
In response to the attack almost
700 vigils were called by anti-racists
across the US. People also came out
in solidarity in Britain on Monday
night (see below). Hundreds
attended a protest that marched on
Trump Tower in New York.
“Around 300 people attended
our protest against the violent and
unforgivable acts,” Danilla Rumold
from Albuquerque, New Mexico,
told Socialist Worker. “There were
all races, ages and colours present.”
Some 100 people came out in
Sacramento, California. Sabrizio
Sasso from the Sacramento Central
Labor Council said, “We stand
in solidarity with the people of
Charlottesville and the rest of the
country who are suffering right now.”
A photo appears to show Fields

BACK STORY

White nationalists and fascists
have grown confident since
Donald Trump became president
lVirulent racism helped Trump
to win the election last year
lHe relied partly on the support
of “alt-right” groups and figures
ranging from deeply bigoted
individuals to open Nazis
lTrump’s attacks on Muslims,
migrants and women’s rights
have been met with protests
lBut the far right have also taken
to the streets

at the “Unite the right” event with
members of Vanguard America, a
Nazi organisation.
A rambling screed on its website
predicts that “White Americans will
have a new nation and that nation’s
ideology will be fascism”.

Condemn

A former teacher of Fields told
reporters that he had submitted
work glorifying the role of the Nazi
SS in the Second World War.
Racist, sexist US president Donald
Trump failed to condemn the attack
until 48 hours after it happened, initially pointing to violence “on many

THE AFTERMATH of the horrific attack on the anti-racist counter-protest

sides”. By delaying he has alienated
himself from the majority of the
Republican Party.
Trump’s virulently racist election
campaign gave confidence to racists
and Nazis across the US. Now he is
caught between maintaining his base
through racist rhetoric and appeasing
his party—satisfying neither.
Three members of Trump’s business advisory panel have stepped
down in protest. Meanwhile, ex Ku
Klux Klan leader David Duke said
Trump should “take a good look
in the mirror and remember it was
white Americans who put you in the
presidency”.

Saturday’s march was a national
mobilisation for the US far right. The
spread of groups calling for members to attend was very broad, from
Nazis to softer elements (see right).
The Nazi website Daily Stormer
urged its followers, “Daily Stormer
Book Clubs should do everything
they can to get their people out to
this event.”
The Nazi National Socialist
Movement (NSM) called for “all NSM
members to be in Charlottesville”.
Saturday’s protest followed
months of protests by the far right in
response to Confederate statues and
symbols being taken down in cities

across the South. In July the Ku Klux
Klan marched in Charlottesville, but
were outnumbered by hundreds of
counter protesters.
Similar, smaller protests have
taken place in New Orleans, St Louis,
and elsewhere.
As the far right gain confidence
from Trump, anti-racists have shown
that it is possible to organise against
them. That’s more important now
than ever.
Join the Stand Up To Trump protest
at the US embassy in central London
Saturday, 19 August. Starts at 12 noon,
Grosvenor Square, W1A 2LQ. Go to
bit.ly/2wMkLVI for details

Solidarity vigils take place across Britain

Killer James Fields (centre) on the Unite the Right march with Vanguard America

ANTI-RACISTS and antifascists held vigils in
solidarity with the victims
of the far right violence in
the US.
Around 130 people
joined a vigil outside the
US embassy in central
London, called at short
notice by Unite Against
Fascism (UAF) on
Monday evening.
UAF also held vigils
in Cardiff, Cambridge,
Liverpool, Glasgow and
Edinburgh the same night.

Part of the vigil in London	

Picture: Socialist Worker

More vigils were set to
take place in Manchester,
Leeds, Birmingham and
Bristol on Tuesday and
Wednesday of this week.
The common message
of the vigils was that
a mass anti-fascist
movement can stop
the Nazis. Speaking
in London Joint UAF
secretary Weyman Bennet
said, “The reason the
Nazis attacked that demo
was because that’s the
way to stop them.”

Trump risks deadly war
over rivalry with China
US PRESIDENT Donald Trump
has warned that the US military
is “locked and loaded” with
“military solutions fully in place”
in a confrontation with North
Korea.
His threat last week is
a further ratcheting up of
imperialist tension in Asia.
US and South Korean forces
are holding joint military
exercises on the Korean
peninsula—a show of strength
and force against North Korea.
It comes as North Korea, which
is developing nuclear weapons,
threatened the highly militarised
US pacific island Guam with a
missile strike.
Trump’s threats against North
Korea are more about China, the
US’s biggest rival in South East
Asia.
The US hopes it can strengthen
its hand by forcing China to
take a tougher line against its
unreliable ally North Korea.
Leading US military figures,
such as defence secretary general
James “Mad Dog” Mattis, have
tried to cool down the effect of

WHAT
WHAT WE
WE THINK
THINK

WAGES DOWN, PRICES UP—
TIME TO FIGHT THE SQUEEZE

T

HE TORIES and bosses
tried to spin new
inflation figures released
on Tuesday as good news
for workers.
The Consumer Prices Index
(CPI) rate of inflation—the
bosses’ favourite measure—was
2.6 percent this month, apparently
lower than expected.
Tories and bankers claimed this
means there’ll be less pressure on
ordinary people’s budgets. But the
figures still mean that prices are
going up fast.
The cost of almost all products
that people rely on—including
food, transport and housing—have
shot up in the last year.
And rail fares will go up by
much more next January because
they’re linked to the Retail Price
Index (RPI) that rose to 3.6
percent.
This older measure of inflation
gives a much closer picture of how
ordinary people’s living standards
are being affected.
CPI was brought in by the
European Union (EU) to enforce
“fiscal responsibility”.
It’s deliberately lower than
RPI to pressure governments
into keeping spending on public
services down.

Working class people’s living
standards are being squeezed
between low pay and higher living
costs.
New wage figures set to be
released on Wednesday were
expected to show average weekly
earnings have only risen by around
1.8 percent—lower than either
inflation measure.
Pay in “real terms”—accounting
for inflation—has fallen since
the 2008 global capitalist crash
and bosses are determined keep
wages low.
The Tories’ 1 percent public
sector pay freeze has seen public
sector workers get a pay cut.
Nurses have lost 14 percent of
their pay in real terms since 2010.

‘‘

Average weekly
earnings have
risen by 1.8
percent—lower
than inflation

L

BBC she had lost more than
11 members of her family.
More than 2,000 people have
been made homeless.
This was no natural disaster.
Freetown is one of the wettest
cities in Africa and floods are
frequent, yet the poor have been
left unprotected.
Much of its population lives in
slums and shantytowns with low
quality buildings and no urban
planning.
Many arrived in the capital as
refugees from the country’s civil

‘Locked and loaded’—Donald Trump

Trump’s inflammatory language.
But sections of the US ruling
class are still willing to take the
world to the brink to defend
their imperialist interests.
Around 30 people joined a
protest called by the Stop the
War Coalition outside the US
embassy last Friday.
We have to build opposition to
the US’s imperialist war drive.

But this squeeze on living
standards is also fuelling anger—
and a mood to fight among some
groups of workers.
Outsourced health workers in
east London were set to strike
for five days from this Friday (see
page 20).
British Airways cabin crew and
bin workers in Birmingham are
also striking over poverty pay.
Every trade unionist and
campaigner needs to build
solidarity for these fights and unite
them.
But we also need the union
leaders to call national action.
The Royal College of Nursing
(RCN) has said that it could ballot
its members for industrial action.
The RCN should do this—and
other health unions, including
Unison, should do the same.
The RCN have called for a rally
in central London on 6 September.
And the People’s Assembly
Against Austerity has called a
national demonstration outside
the Tory party conference in
Manchester on 6 October.
We have to take these
opportunities to build the
fightback—and the confidence to
fight in our workplaces—to beat
the pay squeeze.

NO ‘NATURAL’ DISASTER
ANDSLIDES AND flooding
killed hundreds of people
in the West African state of
Sierra Leone on Monday.
Some 312 casualties had been
reported as Socialist Worker went
to press—with the final number
expected to be much higher.
A section of Sugar Loaf
mountain near the capital
Freetown collapsed altogether,
submerging at least 100 homes in
mud. No sign of them remains.
As locals dug for bodies and
survivors, one woman told the

Russian
Revolution
centenary
conference
Saturday 4 November
10.30am-5.30pm
£10 / £5 concessions.
Bloomsbury Central
Baptist Church,
235 Shaftesbury Avenue,
London WC2H 8EP

war in the late 1990s—a conflict
that included British troops sent
by warmonger Tony Blair.
Blair’s war restored the corrupt
government of Ahmad Tejan
Kabbah, which went on looting the
poor for another decade.
The poverty in Sierra Leone
is both a legacy of western
colonialism and a product of
predatory market capitalism
today.
These deaths should not have
happened, and it’s largely the
West’s fault they did.

MARCH ON THE TORY
PARTY CONFERENCE
SUNDAY 1 OCTOBER
MANCHESTER
thepeoplesassembly.org.uk
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SADIE ROBINSON

Sexism is behind the
cops’ abuse failings
THE SCALE of the abuse revealed in Newcastle and
Gateshead last week was horrendous. Police have
identified over 300 victims as suffering rape, abuse and
violence over a number of years.
Some 17 men and one woman were convicted of
numerous sexual offences against children and young
women. The trial, like every other trial into child sexual
abuse, exposed police failings.
One perpetrator was arrested after a complaint in 2012.
The cop in charge failed to examine his phone, which would
have exposed the scale of the abuse. In 2011 one abuser was
seen ushering young girls into the back of a car. A police log
recorded that “nothing untoward” happened.
Police received a number of warnings and information
regarding the abuse. Yet it continued for another three years.
And police are under fire for paying a convicted rapist
to gather information on the abuse. The informant said he
attended “one or two” of the “parties” where victims were
raped. The NSPCC charity said it was “appalled” that cops
had “planted him in the midst of vulnerable young girls”.
A serious case review looking at “what lessons can be
learned and how to improve safeguarding” is due to report
in December.
Some blame police failings on “political correctness”.
The theory goes that the abusers are Asian and that cops
didn’t want to appear racist. Rotherham Labour MP Sarah
Champion last week said that people didn’t tackle abuse
because they were “afraid to be called a racist”.
But sexual abuse and sexist attitudes aren’t the preserve
of Asian men. They are at the heart of capitalist society. And
this explains police failings.
Women and girls are still often treated as second class
citizens and sexual objects that exist to please men. These
attitudes shape all our major institutions.
The cops are imbued with these attitudes. So
“troublesome” women and girls, particularly if they are
working class, aren’t their priority. They are often treated as
though they consented to abuse, or as criminals themselves.

Oppression

This isn’t just about individuals. Oppression is structured
into society. The conviction rate for rape in England and
Wales is low and getting lower.
In the four years to 2015-16 the number of reported
rapes more than doubled. Yet the conviction rate fell from
15 percent to 7.5 percent.
And sexual abuse goes right to the top of society. The
Westminster child abuse scandal has implicated high profile
politicians.
Her Majesty’s Inspectorate of Constabulary said last
December that more than 300 officers have been accused
of using their position to sexually exploit people. It said this
is now the “most serious” form of corruption facing cops in
England and Wales.
One trial into abuse in Rotherham heard that one cop
had sex with victims. It also heard other evidence of police
corruption. Yet right wingers paint abuse as purely a
problem involving Asian men.
The press described the abusers in Newcastle as an “Asian
sex gang,” “Asian sex ring” and “Asian grooming gang”. The
usual calls for Asian people to stamp out abuse followed.
In April three white brothers, one white woman and an
Asian man were jailed for child sex offences including rape.
None of the press described them as a “Mostly White Rape
Gang”.
In 2011 a group of white men from Sheffield were jailed
for distributing millions of indecent images of children.
The Sheffield Star reported that their customers included
“teachers, doctors, youth workers and police officers”.
White people were not called upon to root out abuse in
their “communities”. Comment pieces explaining why white
people are particularly sexist did not follow.
Sexual abuse is horrendous. But its roots aren’t in Asian
“culture” or in attitudes among a few ethnic minority groups.
It is rooted in a society that rests on women’s oppression.
More online—Abuse survivor slams police for paying convicted
child rapist in Newcastle case. Go to bit.ly/2wOv8Hp
Newcastle rally—Saturday, 19 August, 12pm Go to Justice for
survivors of abuse - Don’t let racists divide us on Facebook

Anti-fracking protests show
action can block big bosses
by DAVE SEWELL

RESIDENTS OF northern
Lancashire have had everything thrown at them to
drive through fracking—
and they are still standing
strong.
Gas firm Cuadrilla is building a fracking rig at Preston
New Road near Blackpool.
The Tory government
overturned a county council
vote to stop it.
Gas lobbyists have spread
lies to discredit protests. And
the police have unleashed a
wave of violence and arrests.
But leading local activist
Tina Rothery told Socialist
Worker, “Cuadrilla said
they’d be drilling by March.
Now it’s August, and here we
are.
“In eight months they’ve
got about six weeks of work
done, and it shows that what
we’re doing has an effect.”
The local campaign
teamed up with Reclaim the
Power to hold protests and
direct action at the site every
single day in July.
Now activists are keeping
up the pressure with as many
events through the week as
possible.

PROTESTERS “SLOW walk” in front of a lorry (above)
Pictures: Neil Terry
Activist Tina Rothery (left) 	

Arrests

There have been over
100 arrests since the beginning of July, as well as daily
attacks on protesters.
Tina said, “It’s a horrifying
reality to accept. Vulnerable
people are being brutally
attacked, and the brutal
attacker is the law.
“It’s very upsetting for
people to realise that. The
police are being used to stop
us doing what is right.
“It shatters so much of
what people have been

brought up to believe in.
“Some people have hardened up. Others have left the
side of the road and can’t go
back.”
Campaigners have organised activities that “give
people a way in, so they don’t
just feel like they’re turning
up to a warzone”, as Tina
put it.
But the struggle is far bigger

than the roadside protests.
Tina explained, “The biggest
thing we did was stop deliveries from suppliers. It really
slowed Cuadrilla down.
“First we contacted them,
and then people disrupted
their deliveries at source
rather than trying to do it on
a busy road.
“Some, particularly small
local companies, told us they
hadn’t even been told it was
for fracking.
“Others had been told to
deliver supplies to another
site where Cuadrilla picked
them up.
“The fact that they’re
having to hide it shows how
we’ve made fracking something to be ashamed of.”
Despite a major publicity
push to smear the protesters

and boost the frackers, fracking has only become more
unpopular.
The government’s own
poll last week showed that
a record low of 16 percent
of people support fracking.
More than twice that amount
are “actively opposed”.
And Cuadrilla’s parent
company has seen its share
price fall to barely half what
it was when work began.
Other firms want to frack
at sites across England
and Wales—and they are
watching Cuadrilla’s lack of
progress carefully.
Tina said, “It’s absolutely
possible to bring this industry to a halt.
“It’s important that we win
here. It can set an example
and stop this industry.”

Five appear in court over Hillsborough charges
TRIALS OF five people
charged over the
Hillsborough football
disaster will go ahead after
an initial court hearing on
Wednesday of last week.
Norman Bettison,
Donald Denton, Alan
Foster, Peter Metcalf and
Graham Henry Mackrell
all appeared at Warrington
Magistrates’ Court.
Bettison, Denton and
Foster are all former South
Yorkshire Police officers.
Metcalf was the force
solicitor following the
1989 disaster and Mackrell
was secretary and safety
officer at Sheffield

Campaigners fought for justice

Wednesday Football Club
at the time of the disaster.
It’s alleged that Bettison
lied about his involvement
in the aftermath of the
disaster and the culpability
of fans.
Denton and Foster are
charged with perverting
the course of public
justice in relation to
changes made to witness
statements.
Metcalf is charged with
doing acts with intent
to pervert the course
of justice in relation to
witness statements.
Mackrell is charged with
three offences relating

to breaching health and
safety laws. All indicated
that they would plead not
guilty to the charges.
Some 96 Liverpool
fans died as a result of
the disaster at Sheffield
Wednesday’s Hillsborough
stadium in April 1989.
Relatives of those who
died as a result of the
disaster gathered inside
and outside the court last
week.
Donna Miller, sister of
victim Paul Carlile, said,
“It’s what we’ve wanted
for 28 years, to see this day
come. But we’ve still got a
long way ahead of us.”
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Hammond’s
Brexit mess
shows splits
in the Tories

NHS

As feuding top Tories struggle to
appear united over Brexit, now is the
time for the left to go on the attack
THE TORIES made a show of
ending their summer of Brexit
bickering this week in the runup to Theresa May’s return from
holiday.
Chancellor Philip Hammond
jointly signed an article in the
Sunday Telegraph newspaper
with international trade secretary
Liam Fox. It came days before
the first of Brexit secretary David
Davis’s offical position papers.
Fox and Hammond represent
opposite sides of the Tory infighting.
“Hard Brexiteer” Fox speaks to
the nationalist right wing of the Tory
grassroots, Hammond to the interests of big businesses. Hammond
has fought a rearguard action to preserve the most neoliberal aspects of
European Union (EU) membership.
There’s also a grubby Whitehall
turf war.
Fox’s international trade department was meant to bring him the
influence and glory of negotiating
post-Brexit trade deals. It won’t do
much if Britain stays in the EU’s customs union. It’s effectively a binding, Europe-wide trade deal whose
members are banned from making
other deals on the side.
Both sides deserve to lose and
their truce may not last.

Ridicule

The big concessions in the article
were by Hammond. He promised
that any transitional period would
end by 2022 and that Britain would
leave the customs union. This
invited ridicule from both the Tory
right and pro-EU liberals.
But Davis rapidly poured cold
water on Fox’s gloating. His paper
took a different emphasis. Britain
will pay to stay in the customs union
for now, then replace it with a “customs partnership”—and commit to
not making other deals until then.
The government has little room
to manoeuvre. It cannot afford to
alienate business too much. But to
stay in office it needs to avoid picking fights with its base, scapegoate
migrants and reassure Leave voters.
In a seperate paper this week

BACK STORY

The Tories are struggling to
agree a common line over Brexit
lBrexit secretary David Davis
was set to publish papers
fleshing out the plan this week
lIt follows a joint article by
cabinet rivals Liam Fox and
Philip Hammond
lThe Tories are torn between the
needs of big business and their
own reliance on nationalism
THE LABOUR leader meets NHS workers in Cornwall last week

Davis was expected to offer continued free movement for Irish nationals after Brexit. This keeps up an
arrangement—a hangover from
Britain’s empire—that long predates
the EU and that couldn’t be ended
without provoking bigger rows.
But keeping it will satisfy neither
side. The anti-migrant racists will
say it isn’t enough, while other EU
nationals and their supporters will
ask why the government can’t make
the same offer to them.
Tory former business minister
Anna Soubry and the Labour right’s
favourite leader in exile David
Miliband both hinted on Sunday
about the possibility of a cross-party
anti-Brexit alliance.
Other Labour right MPs have
daydreamed out loud about a new
anti-Brexit centre party to escape
Labour’s left wing leadership. So
has Tory adviser James Chapman.
But the idea has failed to catch
on. The British state’s relationship
with the EU is far from being most
voters’ top priority.
And Labour’s general election
result showed the potential to unite
Leave and Remain voters.
Brexit is a huge headache for
the Tories. That’s an opportunity
to fight them over the issues that
matter to workers, such as the pay
freeze, the cuts and migrants’ rights.



On other pages...

Migrant workers fight back against
outsourcing bosses >>Page 20

Corbyn on front foot with NHS rallies
as waiting lists reveal need for action
AS NHS waiting lists grew to their
longest in a decade, Labour leader
Jeremy Corbyn is speaking out
against cuts and privatisation at
rallies in Tory constituencies.
He addressed 500 people at
Filton near Bristol on Friday of
last week and more than 1,000 in
Cornwall last Thursday.
Corbyn slammed the attacks on
the NHS. “It’s under threat from
underfunding,” he said. “It’s under
threat from privatisation. It’s under
threat from an internal market.”
He ridiculed the Tories’
“crocodile tears” about “how
wonderful the health service is” at
the same time as capping health
workers’ pay. “Pay them properly
as well,” he said.

Marginal

Corbyn spoke to a young and
diverse crowd of about 1,000
people in Milton Keynes on
Monday evening. The town has
two marginal Tory MPs.
Socialist Gordon White said,
“His speech largely touched
upon all the key manifesto
commitments. The crowd
responded with loud applause to
renewed commitments to funding
a non-privatised NHS. He also

Plans (STPs), which will slash
£22 billion from the NHS budget
in England by 2020-21, are now
being approved by health bosses.
The Buckinghamshire,
Oxfordshire and Berkshire West
STP that went through this week
highlights the scale of the threat.

Axed
Crowds gathered for Corbyn’s speech

talked about education—class
sizes, primary school meals and
the ending of university tuition
fees. And he called for taxing the
wealthy to pay for social housing.”
Around four million patients
are stuck on NHS waiting lists,
according to new figures released
on Thursday of last week.
Some 1,500 patients waited
more than a year. At accident and
emergency, one patient in ten was
not seen within four hours.
And these figures are for
the summer months, when the
pressures on the NHS are far lower
than at winter.
The first phases of the Tories’
Sustainability and Transformation
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It includes downgrading all acute
in-patient services at the Horton
General Hospital in Banbury.
The hospital’s maternity and
children’s wards, trauma and A&E
departments would all be axed.
This would force patients with a
serious condition to travel 28 miles
to Oxford.
Corbyn is right to take the fight
to the Tories on the NHS—and to
continue mobilising people with
mass rallies to lay the groundwork
for a future general election.
But the fight for the NHS
cannot wait for a future Labour
government. We need strikes and
protests now.
The People’s Assembly
demonstration at the Tory Party
conference in Manchester on
1 October and the Royal College
of Nursing’s rally over pay on
6 October are key opportunities.
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INTERNATIONAL

Workers in
Egypt hold
sit-in over
austerity

Europe

The textile factories of Mahalla are
once more a frontline of resistance,
reports Tomáš Tengely-Evans
THOUSANDS OF textile workers began an all-out strike in the
industrial powerhouse of Mahalla
in nothern Egypt last week.
As many as 16,000 downed tools
at the state-owned Misr Spinning
and Weaving Company. They are
demanding payment of promised
bonuses and higher wages and
other allowances.
The workers have vowed to keep
up their strike until their demands
are met. One worker, Faisal Loksha,
told the Ahram Online news website, “For the past couple of weeks,
we have organised short rallies
inside the factory.
“As our demands had not been
met, we decided to go on strike in
the factory.”
Workers began their strike by
staging a sit-in inside the factory,
coming in for their regular shifts
without operating the looms.
As another worker explained to
Daily News Egypt, “We will maintain the strike inside our factory and
will not go outside.”

Standstill

Workers across the factory complex’s 25,000 workforce are taking
part in the strike, forcing it to a
standstill.
They escalated to an open-ended
strike last Monday. Their strike is a
sign of growing anger at plummeting working class living standards.
It also points to a renewed confidence among groups of Egyptian
workers in the face of the military
dictatorship’s repression.
Their action broke out as the
Egyptian government released new
inflation figures, which showed
prices rising from 29.8 percent to
33 percent within the space of a
month.
It also hiked fuel prices by up to
50 percent, including a 100 percent
hike on the cooking gas cylinders
which poor Egyptians rely on.
Alongside a new VAT tax on consumer products, this has hit working
class livings standards hard.
This points to much bigger
difficulties that Abdel Fatah

AMATEUR VIDEO shows refugees landing on a beach near Cadiz, southern Spain, last week

Crackdown drives refugees to Spain
Inside the sit-in strike

BACK STORY

A strike of up to 16,000 workers
has gripped the Mahalla textile
factory in northern Egypt
lMahalla was at the centre of
the 2005 strike wave
lThat strike wave was a turning
point for resistance to former
dictator Hosni Mubarak
lPresident Abdel Fattah el-Sisi
has repressed the freedoms won
in the revolution against Mubarak
lBut workers’ action has forced
the current regime to make some
concessions

el-Sisi’s regime is facing. Behind
its latest round of austerity measures is a £9 billion loan from the
International Monetary Fund last
November.
A key part of this deal was “floating” the Egyptian pound on the
international markets, meaning the
currency exchange rate is no longer
fixed by the government.
After the floatation the Egyptian
pound lost half its value, causing
prices to rise at their fastest rate for
almost 12 years in December.
The regime has made promises to
some groups of workers about protecting living standards in the hope
of staving off resistance.
But not keeping them could fuel
more anger—as with the promised
bonuses at Mahalla. The action
there shows that workers at can still
fight back and shift the situation.

THE NUMBER of refugees
crossing the sea to Spain has
tripled in a year and could
soon overtake the number
reaching Greece.
Some 8,385 refugees have
arrived this way in 2017 so far,
the International Organisation
for Migration announced last
week, up from 2,476 during
the same period last year.
There have also been 121
deaths on the way to Spain so
far this year, compared to 97
for the whole of last year.
Heavy policing and
coastguard patrols had made

it harder to cross the Straits
of Gibraltar between Morocco
and Spain in recent years.
This meant most arrivals to
Spain were by the long route
from Mauritania to the
Canary Isles.
But tightening restrictions
by the Italian government on
refugees crossing there from
North Africa has led many
more to attempt to reach Spain
by the Mediterranean instead.
Recent months have seen
repeated reports of packed
boats landing on beaches.
Every clampdown on

refugee boats has been sold
as an attempt to stop the
drownings. It has only driven
people elsewhere, often into
even more danger.
The only real solution is to
open the borders and provide
safe, legal passage.
The right wing Spanish
government is no friend of
refugees.
But the Spanish state has
also seen a powerful refugee
solidarity movement with
volunteering, mass protests
and direct action to stop
deportation flights.

ISRAEL

Netanyahu is in trouble—but so is Gaza Strip
by NICK CLARK
ISRAELI ARMY officers have talked
up the possibility of a new war
on Palestinians as they moved to
tighten the siege on the
Gaza Strip.
Israel’s military
has accelerated
the construction
of an underground
wall along the border
between Gaza and
Israel.
And Israeli
commander Eyal Zamir
revealed plans to bomb
apartment blocks in
Gaza, claiming they hide
the entrance to tunnels.
Zamir said defending the
new wall would be a “worthy
reason” for Israel to start a new

war, after launching airstrikes
that injured seven people in
Gaza on Tuesday of last
week.
Palestinian resistance
group Hamas, which
governs in the Gaza
Strip, claims that Israeli
prime minister Binyamin
Netanyahu wants to
increase tensions to
detract from
a growing
corruption

scandal. Netanyahu is trying
to push through a new law
that would make it legal
to go to war without
parliamentary approval.
But a raft of
corruption allegations
against him could
see him face charges
in court.
It could even force
him to resign.

Israeli leader Netanyahu is accused of corruption
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Just a
thought...

Voices for
Labour

Union leaders
will not fight
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JEWISH VOICE for Labour
(JVL) is a new network for
progressive Jews in the
Labour Party united in
opposing all forms of
racism.
It will provide a muchneeded forum for Jews who
want to celebrate the proud
history of Jewish
involvement in socialist and
trade union activism.
JVL does not make
promoting the centrality of
Israel to Jewish life a
condition of membership.
We reject attempts to
extend the scope of the
term “antisemitism” beyond
its meaning of bigotry
towards Jews. We invite
everyone of Jewish heritage
in the Labour Party to join.

Jenny Manson
Chair, Jewish Voices for Labour

Stand up to
the smears
I AGREE with Alan Watts’
letter criticising Haringey
council for endorsing the
International Holocaust
Remembrance Alliance
(IHRA) definition of
antisemitism (Letters,
1 August).
A recent legal opinion
by Hugh Tomlinson QC
blasted holes in this
pro-Israel definition.
Tomlinson said that a
“public authority which
sought to apply it to
prohibit or sanction such
activities would be acting
unlawfully”.
His opinion should be
widely circulated so that
Palestine solidarity
activists are aware of this
interpretation of the
definition.
Frank Stone


Norwich

Victory at Soas shows that
migrants are class fighters
IF ANYONE is unsure what low
paid, largely migrant workers can
achieve when their union supports
them, look no further than our
inspirational fight at Soas.
Cleaning, catering and security
staff last week won their 11-year
battle to finally end outsourcing at
the London university.
As the Soas Unison union
branch secretary, I’ve been proud
to stand alongside them.
They faced down some of the
most aggressive and exploitative
outsourcing companies in Britain.
Bosses were prepared to use a
variety of tactics from
victimisation to deportations to
break their organisation.
But the workers demanded and
won support from lecturers,

Valerian review was
a ‘mess’, not the film
KEN OLENDE’S review of
Valerian was over complicated (Socialist Worker,
9 August).
His premise that it’s a
“mess” is unjustified.
Despite comparisons to
Dr Who or Star Trek, the
humans in Valerian are the
imperialist warmongers.
They are politically
bankrupt and desperate to
hold on to power.
This trope of humans as
the scum is more than
welcome in science fiction.

support staff and students.
They forged an alliance with the
whole Soas community, which
isolated and finally broke a
university management that was
determined not to concede.
Some claim that migrant
workers lower wages and
undermine terms and conditions.
But it is exploitative bosses,
together with a lack of union
organisation, that are responsible
for that.
As has been the case throughout
the history of the British labour
movement, migrant workers can
lead and inspire our class.
They’re not just vulnerable
workers but fighters determined to
win dignity and respect.
As one of the Soas Unison

cleaner reps, Lenin Escudero, said,
“We’ve shown how strong we are
if we are organised and fight
together for our rights.
“If we continue fighting with
courage and confidence there is
nothing that we cannot overcome.
“If someone still thinks that the
migrant workers are not worthy
then they are wrong.
“We already proved what we
can do.
“This is a clear message for the
system which represents injustice
and exploitation in other
workplaces.
“We are here, we will go for
you, and we will beat you and win
as we did in Soas university.”

Sandy Nicoll
Soas Unison branch secretary (pc)

Firms should pay up, says care worker

This is what makes the film
powerful.
At the beginning it’s also
hard to work out who the
lead character is, major
Valerian or sergeant
Laureline.
Laureline leads the first
part of the film while
Valerian makes the decisive
decisions towards the end.
I found the “mess” to be
a brilliant backdrop to the
worlds of Valerian.
Richard Stephens


Bristol

CARE WORKERS should be
paid the minimum wage for
sleep-in shifts (Socialist
Worker, 2 August) but
we’re still waiting for our
back pay.
Some of us are owed
thousands. At my place I do
eight sleep-ins a month at
just under £2.80 an hour—
instead of £7.50 an hour.
Multiply that by ten and
a half months and you can
see how the bill adds up.
Companies seem to be
calling on local councils to
foot the bill. But the
companies chose to pay us

Care workers fight privatisation	

Picture: Guy Smallman

the lowest amount they
could get away with while
they made money off the
backs of low paid workers.
The government has
already waived any
penalties they could have

Theresa Rollinson
Doncaster

levied—so the firms got off
lightly.
It’s time for them to pay
up and for our unions to
put the pressure on.
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THE UNION leaders
are not going to change
because they have
their own positions
to preserve (Socialist
Worker, 9 August).
So stop waiting for
the TUC to leap into
action—it’s never going
to happen.
And the same can
be said about Socialist
Worker’s support for
Jeremy Corbyn.
He’s a Labour
politician, not a
revolutionary.
Alan Wilson
On Facebook

Tories fiddle
public money
ALL TORIES have the
same attitude to public
money.
With their sense of
entitlement they think
they deserve it most.
It’s for them and their
friends to take as they
wish from fiddling their
expenses to political
bungs and contracts for
their supporters.
Michael Dolby
On Facebook

Keep fighting
for justice
JUSTICE FOR Darren
Cumberbatch—that’s
all we want (Socialist
Worker, 1 August).
Don’t let this fade
from our mind, that’s
what the police want.
Darren Dalton
On Facebook

Comrade Blair
—trot on
WARMONGER Tony
Blair “disclosed” that he
was inspired by Russian
revolutionary Leon
Trotsky.
Turns out he read
one biography at Oxford
University in the 1970s
after a night out playing
a gig with his band
Ugly Rumours.
It’s not the first time
Blair has trotted out this
revelation.
But his alleged
Trotskyist past is more
than just an ugly rumour
for the right.
He said it during the
rows with his equally
neoliberal chancellor
Gordon Brown and
then when Ed Miliband
became Labour leader.
He’s always done it to
belittle the left.
Time for the
warmonger to enter the
dustbin of history.
Penny Thomas
West London
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EVENTY YEARS ago
this week the British
Empire left India after
decades of brutal rule.
But before leaving the
British partitioned
the Indian subcontinent into two
states—Hindu-majority India and
Muslim-majority Pakistan.
This set off a bloody process of killings and ethnic cleansing. Millions of
Muslims were uprooted from India
and were forced to move to West and
East Pakistan (modern Bangladesh).
Similar numbers of Hindus and Sikhs
went the other way.
By 1948 more than fifteen million people had been uprooted, and
between one and two million were
dead.
This was not because of centuriesold sectarian hatreds, sometimes
called “communalism”, that burst
forth after the end of British rule.
The last ruler of the subcontinent’s
Mughal Empire wrote that Hinduism
and Islam “share the same essence”.
He had come to the throne just
20 years before direct British rule of
India was imposed in 1858.
One historian, William Dalrymple,
wrote that “communities that had
coexisted for almost a millennium.
The polarisation of Hindus and
Muslims occurred during just a couple
of decades of the twentieth century,
but by the middle of the century it
was complete.
“Many on both sides believed
that it was impossible for adherents
of the two religions to live together
peacefully.”
Another, Alex von Tunzelmann,
wrote in her book Indian Summer
that “the British started to define
‘communities’ based on religious
identity and attach political representation to them.
“Many Indians stopped accepting
the diversity of their own thoughts
and began to ask themselves in which
of the boxes they belonged.”

Imperialism

But none of this was inevitable if
those who had fought imperialism
had acted differently.
These sectarian divisions flowed
from Britain’s attempts to rule a huge
territory with relatively few imperialist administrators.
By the late nineteenth century,
they were using a twin approach to
maintain their grip on the country.
First, they sought to incorporate
the Indian wealthy and upper middle
classes into their imperial administration, known as the “British Raj”.
They hoped this group would act as
a buffer between themselves and any
future revolt.
Second, the British used divide and
rule tactics.
Muslims, Hindus and Sikhs were
set against each other by policies
designed to favour one group at the
expense of another.
In the early 20 century, the Raj
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part of the British Indian Army.
Officially fighting for democracy and
the rights of weak nations, they were
growing tired of the stench of British
hypocrisy.
The war was brought to an end
by the Russian Revolution in 1917,
where workers had overthrown dictatorship. They appealed to oppressed
masses in all countries under the yoke
of colonialism to join them—a message that quickly found a mass audience in India.

Muslim refugees flee New Delhi

Millions were displaced

even threatened to carve a Muslim
state out of Bengal in order to drive
a wedge into growing nationalist
sentiment.
But the First World War marked a
major turning point.
The growing Indian elite chafed
against their imperial masters and
started to believe that India required
“home rule”.
The Indian National Congress
became its mouthpiece.
Spiralling prices for food and basic
goods provoked sporadic rioting, with
the British increasingly convinced
that Indian radicals were whipping
people up.
Meanwhile, hundreds of thousands of Indians were in Europe as

‘‘

Sectarian
divisions flowed
from Britain’s
attempt to rule a
huge territory

PARTING
SHOT

G

ANDHI SOUGHT to
reconcile the furious
masses that blamed
the British and the
Indian rich for poverty,
with the factory owners and landlords who now faced
agitation in their industries.
“In India we want no political
strikes. We must gain control over all
the unruly elements,” he said. “We
seek not to destroy capital or capitalists, but to regulate the tensions
between capital and labour.”
Top industrialists became some of
Gandhi’s most generous backers.
But it was the poor, who warmed
to his simple clothes and reasoning,
that were to become his most numerous supporters.
When the Raj moved to ban protests in 1918, Gandhi was outraged.
He relaxed his opposition to strikes,
calling a work stoppage to galvanise
opposition. There were mass demonstrations across much of India.
Protests continued for several
months and passed out of Gandhi’s
hands, leading to clashes with the
police and army.
The streets of Amritsar were full in
April 1919, despite the ban.
Demonstrators proclaimed unity
between Sikh, Muslim and Hindu—
making a show of drinking water
from the same cup.
Thousands rallied in a park in the
city. Soldiers fired into the crowd
until hundreds were dead. When
questioned after the massacre brigadier-general Reginald Dyer said that
he had felt obliged “to teach a moral
lesson to the Punjab”.
In nearby Lahore, demonstrations
were met with force and turned violent, forcing the British to withdraw
from the city.
The Raj responded with repression. But the scale of the rebellion confirmed the worst of British
fears—a new and militant spirit had
gripped the Indian poor. Congress
then launched a new mass NonCooperation Movement against the
British, but again the masses slipped
from its control. A frustrated Gandhi
brought the campaign to a halt.

Vacuum

But the demobilisation of the
Non‑Cooperation Movement created
a political vacuum that a range of
forces now attempted to fill.
Among them were ethnic

HOW THE DYING
BRITISH EMPIRE
TORE INDIA IN
HALF—-AND HOW
IT COULD HAVE
BEEN STOPPED
BY YURI PRASAD

communalist organisations which
sought to mobilise people on the
basis of religion rather than class or
nationalism.
There were over 80 communal riots
in India between 1923 and 1926. In
each outpouring of hatred, communal organisation was strengthened as
Muslims, Sikhs and Hindus sought
safety among their own religious
groups.

T

HROUGH the 1930s,
successive riots were
to grow steadily more
vicious and deadly. A
new pattern was to
emerge.
When Gandhi and Congress called
mass action, communalism would
subside. But when action grew radical
and the leaders brought it to a halt,
reaction would again raise its head.
Gandhi’s decision to end the
Non-Cooperation campaign also
caused a crisis within the freedom
movement.
Even the Congress leadership
was split over its premature ending.
Some deserted to form more militant
groups. Others attempted to push
Congress in a more radical direction.
Throughout 1928 and 1929 a
strike wave spread across Indian railways, iron and steel plants and the
textiles industry. There were 31 million strike days in 1928 alone and
trade unions grew rapidly.
The Raj, fearing that the newlyfounded Communist Party stood
behind the unions, launched a campaign of jailing and harassment.
Despite the repression, each wave
of the independence struggle loosened the ties that bound India to
Britain. By the mid‑1930s it was
clear that they could not hold on
indefinitely.
But as talk turned to India without
the British, the Indians who wanted
to replace them as the rulers began
jockeying for position. Some were
prepared to use religion to bolster
their position.
The onset of the Second World War
was to further intensify the struggle.
Without a single Indian being consulted, India was drafted into the
war. More than two million of its soldiers were sent around the world to
fight for “democracy”.
Growing outrage led Congress in
1942 to launch its biggest challenge
yet—the Quit India Movement.
In parts of India the whole Raj
administration broke down as railways were dismantled and telegraph
wires cuts.
The British were forced to use 57
battalions of soldiers to put down the
rising. Faced with rebellion across
India, and the threat of the Japanese
Empire across the rest of the Asia, the
British played their last card.
They let it be known that they were
in favour of partitioning India and
creating a new Muslim state.
They hoped to drive forward

Corpses filled the streets in Calcutta

ships they controlled—the tricolour
of Congress, the Muslim crescent
and the hammer and sickle of the
Communist Party.
A general strike in support of the
mutiny spread across the city and for
two days pitched battles raged at barricades erected in the working class
districts. The British were forced to
send thousands of troops to quell the
rising and even threatened to bomb
the city from the air.
But ultimately it was not military
strength that broke the mutiny and
strike, it was Congress that isolated
it. Gandhi wrote that the sailors had
set “a bad and un-becoming example
for India”.
“A combination between Hindus
and Muslims for the purpose of violent action is unholy,” he said.
The price of failure was great.
The legacy of Empire and partition
was the creation of two states with
communalism built into them from
the outset.
But the fight against British rule
also showed an alternative—a tradition of poor Hindus, Muslims and
Sikhs uniting to fight oppression and
exploitation.

Parts of Amritsar were reduced to rubble

the communalist movement at the
expense of the Indian freedom
movement.
But there was to be one last chance
to stop India’s break-up.

Riots

The trial of three radical freedom
fighters in 1946 on the charge of
waging war against the king led to
riots against the British in Bombay,
Calcutta and Delhi.
There were mutinies by the Royal
Indian Airforce and Royal Indian
Navy.
Mutineers captured 20 naval vessels in Bombay. They celebrated their
unity by hoisting three flags upon the

‘‘
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FIND OUT MORE
Reading list
lIndia—Imperialism, Partition
and Resistance
by Sam Ashman
Marxist Internet Archive
bit.ly/2v3PqPj
lGandhi—Prisoner of hope
by Judith M Brown
Yale University Press

When leaders
brought action for
independence to a Watch online
halt, communalism lThe Partition of India—talk given
at Marxism 2017 by Talat Ahmed
raised its head
youtu.be/zpme9BFRggo
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WHAT WE
STAND FOR
These are the core politics of
the Socialist Workers Party.
INDEPENDENT WORKING
CLASS ACTION
Under capitalism workers’ labour
creates all profit. A socialist
society can only be constructed
when the working class seizes
control of the means of production
and d emocratically plans how they
are used.
REVOLUTION NOT REFORM
The present system cannot be
patched up or reformed as the
established Labour and trade
union leaders say.
It has to be overthrown.
Capitalism systematically
degrades the natural world.
Ending environmental crisis
means creating a new society.
THERE IS NO
PARLIAMENTARY ROAD
The structures of the present
parliament, army, police and
judiciary cannot be taken over
and used by the working class.
They grew up under capitalism
and are designed to protect the
ruling class against the workers.
The working class needs an
entirely different kind of state—a
workers’ state based upon
councils of workers’ delegates and
a workers’ militia.
At most parliamentary
activity can be used to make
propaganda against the present
system.
Only the mass action of the
workers themselves can destroy
the system.
INTERNATIONALISM
The struggle for socialism is
part of a worldwide s truggle.
We campaign for solidarity with
workers in other countries.
We oppose everything which
turns workers from one country
against those from other countries.
We oppose racism and
imperialism.We oppose all
immigration controls.
We support the right of black
people and other oppressed
groups to organise their own
defence.We support all genuine
national liberation movements.
The experience of Russia
demonstrates that a socialist
revolution cannot survive in
isolation in one country.
In Russia the result was
state capitalism, not socialism.
In Eastern Europe and China
a similar system was later
established by Stalinist parties.
We support the struggle of
workers in these countries against
both private and state capitalism.
We are for real social,
economic and political equality
of women.We are for an end
to all forms of discrimination
against lesbian, gay, bisexual and
transgender people.
We defend the right of
believers to practise their religion
without state interference.
THE REVOLUTIONARY PARTY
To achieve socialism the most
militant sections of the working
class have to be organised into a
revolutionary socialist party.
Such a party can only be
built by activity in the mass
organisations of the working class.
We have to prove in p ractice
to other workers that reformist
leaders and reformist ideas are
opposed to their own i nterests.
We have to build a rank and file
movement within the unions.
To join us, turn to page 16
or go to www.swp.org.uk
or phone 020 7840 5602 for
more information

WHAT’S ON

Email your meetings to events@socialistworker.co.uk or phone 020 7840 5600

WORKER
{ SOCIALIST
PUBLIC MEETINGS }

SOCIALIST WORKER PUBLIC MEETINGS

MANCHESTER

How can we win
LGBT+ liberation?
Thu 31 Aug, 7pm,
Friends Meeting House,
6 Mount St, M2 5NS

WORKER
{ SOCIALIST
BRANCH MEETINGS }
Weekly meetings to discuss
political issues and our local
interventions. All welcome.
ABERDEEN

The revolutionary
ideas of Karl Marx
Wed 23 Aug, 6pm,
Belmont Cinema Cafe,
49 Belmont St, AB10 1JS
BIRMINGHAM: CITY CENTRE

Why do we look to the
working class—can it
change the world?
Wed 23 Aug, 7pm,
Birmingham LGBT Centre,
38/40 Holloway Circus,
B1 1EQ
BOLTON

The united front—Trotsky’s
theory and practise
Thu 24 Aug, 7pm,
Bolton Socialist Club,
16 Wood St (off
Bradshawgate), BL1 1DY
BRIGHTON

Are we seeing an upsurge
in workers’ struggle?
Thu 24 Aug, 7.30pm,
Brighthelm Centre,
North Rd, BN1 1YD

PROTESTERS HOLD a placard of Hugo Chavez during a May Day rally earlier this year

What is going on in Venezuela?

BURNLEY AND PENDLE

BARNSLEY
Thu 24 Aug, 7pm,
YMCA,
Blucher St,
S70 1AP

CAMBRIDGE

BRISTOL
Wed 23 Aug, 7.30pm,
YHA, 14 Narrow Quay,
BS1 4QA

Fake news, mass media,
truth and power
Wed 23 Aug, 7.30pm,
Red Triangle Cafe,
160 St James’s St,BB11 1NR
Foreign aid and the
occupation of modern Africa
Thu 24 Aug, 7.30pm,
River Lane Centre,
River Lane, CB5 8HP

CARDIFF
Wed 23 Aug, 7.30pm,
New York Diner,
CF24 3BQ

COVENTRY
Wed 23 Aug, 7.30pm,
West Indian Centre,
159 Spon St, CV1 3BB

NEWCASTLE
Thu 24 Aug, 7pm,
Broadacre House,
Market St, NE1 6HQ

CHESTERFIELD
Thu 24 Aug, 7.30pm,
Chesterfield Library,
New Beetwell St,
S40 1QN

DUNDEE
Wed 23 Aug, 7.30pm,
Dundee Voluntary Action,
10 Constitution Rd,
DD1 1LL

PLYMOUTH
Wed 23 Aug, 7.30pm,
Quaker House,
74 Mutley Plain,
PL4 6LF

EDINBURGH

Labour, Corbyn and the
future for socialists
Wed 23 Aug, 7.30pm,
The Strathie,
17 Iona St,EH6 8SG
ESSEX

Soviets or parliament—
socialism and democracy
Thu 7 Sep, 7.30pm,
Friends Meeting House,
Rainsford Rd, CM1 2QL
GLASGOW

The united front—what
does it mean today?
Thu 24 Aug, 7pm,
Avant Garde, 33-44 King St,
Merchant City, G1 5QT
HUDDERSFIELD

Where does racism
come from?
Wed 23 Aug, 6.30pm,
Brian Jackson House,
2 New North Parade, HD1 5JP
LEEDS: CITY CENTRE

The First World War
—a deadly struggle for
imperial domination
Thu 24 Aug, 7pm,
The Swarthmore
Education Centre,
2-7 Woodhouse Square,
LS3 1AD
LONDON: BRENT AND HARROW

Police, racism and the state
Thu 24 Aug, 7.30pm,
The Pepperpot Centre,
1a Thorpe Close,
Ladbroke Grove,W10 5XL
LONDON: EALING

The radical roots of
Notting Hill Carnival
Thu 24 Aug, 7.30pm,
W3 Gallery,
185 Acton High St,W3 9DJ
LONDON: HACKNEY

The 1967 Act—
50 years fighting for
LGBT+ liberation
Thu 24 Aug, 7.30pm,
The Round Chapel,
2 Powerscroft Rd (corner
Lower Clapton Rd),E5 0PU

LONDON: HARINGEY

The history and politics of
the Notting Hill Carnival
Wed 23 Aug, 7.30pm,
St John Vianney Church Hall,
386 West Green Rd (corner
Vincent Rd), N15 3QH
LONDON: ISLINGTON

Do we need more police?
Thu 31 Aug, 7pm,
The Old Fire Station,
84 Mayton St, N7 6QT
LONDON: LEWISHAM

Do we need more police?
Thu 24 Aug, 7.30pm,
West Greenwich Community
and Arts Centre,
141 Greenwich High Rd (near
Greenwich station), SE10 8JA
LONDON: NEWHAM

The tragedy of Syriza
Wed 30 Aug, 7pm,
Stratford Advice Arcade,
107-109 The Grove (next to
Morrisons car park),E15 1HP
LONDON:WALTHAM FOREST

Do we need more police?
Wed 23 Aug, 7.30pm,
Quaker Meeting House,
1a Jewel Rd (off Hoe St),
E17 4QU
MANCHESTER: CHORLTON

Russia 1917—workers’
revolution and the festival
of the oppressed
Wed 23 Aug, 7.30pm,
Chorlton Central Church
(Meeting Room),
Barlow Moor Rd, M21 8BF
MANCHESTER: CITY CENTRE

What can we expect
from a Corbyn Labour
government?
Thu 24 Aug, 7pm,
Friends Meeting House,
6 Mount St, M2 5NS
NORWICH

Religion and homophobia—
what do socialists say?
Thu 24 Aug, 7.30pm,
Vauxhall Centre,
Johnson Place, NR2 2SA

OXFORD

The meek and the militant—
Marxism and religion
Wed 23 Aug, 7.30pm,
Restore, Manzil Way,
OX4 1YH
PORTSMOUTH

Police and state
racism—why we say that
black lives matter
Wed 30 Aug, 7.30pm,
Somerstown
Community Centre,
River’s St,
PO5 4EZ
SHEFFIELD: CITY CENTRE

The 1977 Battle of
Lewisham—when we
smashed the National Front
Thu 24 Aug, 7pm,
Central United
Reformed Church,
60 Norfolk St (near
Crucible Theatre),
S1 2JB
SWANSEA

Is there a ‘magic
money tree’?
Thu 24 Aug, 7.30pm,
Llanelli Rural Council,
Vauxhall,
SA153BD
WOLVERHAMPTON
AND WALSALL

Deliveroo, Uber and the gig
economy—what’s happening
to the working class?
Wed 23 Aug, 7.30pm,
Wild Bytes Cafe,
Darlington St, WV1 4HW

CONTACT
THE SWP
Phone 020 7840 5600
Email
enquires@swp.org.uk
Post PO Box 71327,
London SE11 9BW

SCARBOROUGH
Wed 23 Aug, 7.30pm,
Scarborough Central Library,
The Reading Room,
Vernon Rd,
YO11 2NN
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Detroit exposes the racism
of US society in the 1960s
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MUSIC
GHOSTS OF GRENFELL
by Lowkey
Available online at
bit.ly/2vBVcbO

A NEW track by rapper
Lowkey pays tribute to
the dead of the Grenfell
Tower fire. Entitled Ghosts
of Grenfell, the powerful
video includes local

The racism that caused the 1967 Detroit riots is honestly documented in
Kathryn Bigelow’s new film and makes painful viewing, says Yuri Prasad
SOLDIERS IN tanks roll nervously
through abandoned streets.
A flutter of curtains in an upstairs
apartment and a National Guardsman
shouts, “Sniper”. Machine guns blaze,
and glass and brickwork are smashed
in a hail of bullets.
Behind the curtain was a young
black girl who made the mistake of
looking out her window.
Director Kathryn Bigelow’s Detroit
grabs you by the throat from its opening minutes until the last.
The story of the 1967 Detroit
Uprising was never going to be easy
to tell. The scale of the revolt itself—
five days of rioting involving 10,000
participants, 43 deaths and 1,200
people injured—makes picking out
particular events difficult.
In the film, the chaos of police
raids and shooting intermingle with
looting and fires that spread across
the city. They are interspersed with
archive shots of the crumbling political establishment struggling to find a
way to quell the rising.
The visual and narrative discord
mix, creating a sense of tension and
panic. In Detroit, events have a habit
of spiralling out of control.

Lowkey

activists and residents.
It includes images of
the tower and hints at the
trauma the fire has had on
people in the area.
Lowkey is on tour in September.
For tickets and information
go to bit.ly/2vWcK27

MUSIC
MERCURY MUSIC PRIZE 2017
For the shortlist and
more information go to
mercuryprize.com

Torture

Bigelow has chosen the gruelling
story of torture at the Algiers Motel
to stand for the brutal racism that lay
behind the riots.
A group of young black men and a
couple of white women are hanging
out in the Algiers, a place known as
a party venue.
When the cops mistake a starting
gun shot for sniper fire they raid the
motel.
Already infuriated, the police
are further enraged when they find
an inter-racial group in one of the

A RACIST cop (Will Poulter) threatens one of the victims at the Algiers night hangout (Anthony Mackie)

rooms. The possibility of inter-racial
sex drives them wild with hatred.
They set about torturing and then
killing some of the guests that are
now their captives.
Detroit holds nothing back. The
agony of the victims is prolonged and
as brutal as you are ever likely to see.
The action lasts for more than an
hour and every minute is excruciating.The subsequent investigation and

court case tell us everything we need
to know about the 1960s US.
All the police officers are white. The
judge and jury are white. The lawyers
and expert witnesses are white—only
the tortured victims and their families are black, and they are demonised
almost as a matter of routine.
Rather than the traditional
Hollywood depiction of racism, where
a few rotten apples are responsible,

Bigelow shows the workings of an
entire racist system. But Detroit is
not without weaknesses.
Black people are at the very centre
of this film but the political consequences of the uprising are nowhere
to be seen.
The riots were the harbinger of a
new consciousness in the ghettos—
Black Power.

VISIONS—A COMIC BOOK EP
by Akala
Available online at
akala.moonfruit.com

A NEW and ambitious
EP from west London
MC Akala looks at the
history of black people’s
oppression—and their
resistance.
Set alongside a
comic book by the same
name, it begins with
a track about Akala’s
struggle to reconcile the
contradictions of living

in a world where millions
starve in order to enrich
a small minority. The
middle tracks are sensitive
accounts of street life.
The standout piece is
Chapter Four. It gives a
sweeping and breathless
history of black people in
the space of eight minutes
and sets the background
for earlier tracks.
Akala’s deep knowledge
of anti-colonial
movements and black
history are on display
here, as well as his lyrical
dexterity. Powerful
passages about the

transportation of Africans
in slave ships come before
lines about Duke Ellington
and Mohammed Ali.
The ground the EP
covers is remarkable.
Perhaps it tries to cram
too much into a small
format and would benefit
from being extended to
an LP.
This is a great record
from one of the most
politically astute artists in
Britain.

Akala’s ambitious new album charts black history

TOP 5 BOOKS

Bestsellers at Bookmarks,
the socialist Bookshop

1

Akala is on tour in October and
November.
For more information and
tickets go to bit.ly/2vLjJeI

 ride, politics and
P
protest
Laura Miles

Detroit is out on Friday 25 August

New Akala EP about black history hits the right notes
MUSIC

THIS YEAR’S Mercury
Music Prize shortlist
features a commendable
mix of music, from grime
to guitar pop.
However, artists with
huge commercial success
such as Ed Sheeran and the
XX rub shoulders with up
and coming artists such as
Loyle Carner. The judges
need to justify the award’s
reputation for fostering
young talent.

2

Lenin for Today

3

 reader’s guide to
A
Marx’s Capital

John Molyneux

Joseph Choonara

4

Thomas Piketty’s
capital in the
21st century—an
introduction

Ingo Stützle, Stephan
Kaufmann and Alexander
Locascio

5

Optimism over despair

Noam Chomsky

Phone 020 7637 1848
bookmarksbookshop.co.uk
Why not visit the shop
at 1 Bloomsbury Street,
London WC1B 3QE
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HISTORY & THEORY

Socialist Worker

K

ARL Marx
wrote his
greatest work,
Capital, as
a refugee in
London. But
for many years it left little
trace on the politics of his
adopted homeland.
If Marx was known at all
in Britain in his lifetime it
was as a radical journalist
and socialist activist. One
critic described him as “a
mischievous, hot-headed
and intemperate German”.
By the time of Marx’s
death in 1883 a full English
translation of the first
volume of Capital was still
four years away.
A brief obituary in the
Times began, “Our Paris correspondent informs us of
the death of Dr Karl Marx.”
Nobody in the London office
had noticed his demise.
Yet today there is, at least
in left wing circles, intense
interest in Marx and in
Capital.
In September King’s
College London will host a
conference on “Marx’s Capital
Today” featuring speakers
such as David Harvey.
Harvey’s online talks on
Capital have a colossal audience—almost half a million
people have watched his opening lecture.
One of the organisers of the
conference, Michael Roberts,
runs a hugely popular blog,
“The Next Recession”, using
Marxist theory to analyse contemporary capitalism.
Labour shadow chancellor
John McDonnell has declared,
“I believe there is a lot to learn
from reading Capital.” Labour
leader Jeremy Corbyn has said
Marx was a “great economist”.
Capital justifies the hype, and
it retains its relevance 150 years
after the publication of the first
volume. That is because the subject of the book is not British
capitalism in the 19th century.
What Marx offers is a general account of the relationships
people enter into under capitalism and the way these relations
give rise to the system’s laws of
motion.
He does so from a specific
standpoint—that of the working
class as an exploited group and a
potentially revolutionary force.
His ambition was for Capital
to be “the most terrible missile hurled at the heads of the
bourgeoisie”.
When the work was serialised by a French publisher
Marx wrote, “In this form the
book will be more accessible
to the working class, a consideration which to me outweighs
everything else.”
However, many readers have
found the work less accessible than might be hoped. The
opening sections, in which
Marx offers his version of the
“labour theory of value”, are
particularly forbidding.
Here Marx argues that what
goes on in the workplace is best
seen as a “two-fold” process.
On the one hand, every labour

After setting out his labour
theory of value, Marx posed a
puzzle.
If all the capitalist producers
bring commodities to market
and sell them at their value,
how can the capitalist class as
a whole make a profit?
The answer cannot lie in the
“dead labour”. Machinery and
raw materials are bought by
capitalists at their value, which
then passes into the commodities created. The capitalist
makes neither a profit nor a
loss on this.
The secret instead lies
in “living labour”. Under
capitalism, labour power—the
ability of workers to work—
becomes a commodity that is
bought and sold.

L
THE REVOLUTIONARY Karl Marx

ers can overthrow it
workers for profit—and how work
showed how capitalism exploits

CAPITAL--A VAMPIRE
AT WORK
The first volume of Karl Marx’s Capital was published a
century and a half ago. Joseph Choonara, author of a new
reader’s guide to the work, explains its relevance today

John McDonnell—a
fan of Karl Marx

 rocess involves “concrete
p
labour”—specific types of work
producing a particular item or
service.
On the other hand, it also
involves what Marx calls
“abstract labour”—a certain
expenditure of human labour
in general. All commodities
have this abstract labour in
common. They can exchange
with one another on the market
because each represents a certain quantity of abstract labour.
The value of a commodity,

‘‘

Capitalism is
dynamic but it
also harbours
destructive
powers

Marx argued, reflects the time
necessary to produce it using
the typical methods of production and instruments of labour
at that point in history.
Along with the “living labour”
that goes into producing a commodity, there will also be “dead
labour”.
This is value embodied in
raw materials or machinery
that workers created in the past.
As they are used up in production, their value passes into the
finished product.

ABOUR power
creates new value,
but how much does
it cost the capitalist
to hire a worker?
Marx’s answer
is, only enough value for the
worker to return to work the
next day in a state where they
can repeat their day’s work—
their daily wage.
An extra portion of value
beyond the wage—Marx calls
it “surplus value”—is pumped
out of workers by capitalists.
This exploitation is not
a con trick by particular
unscrupulous capitalists. If it
were, we could just reform
away that aspect of capitalism.
It is built into the fabric of the
system.
“Capital is dead labour
which, vampire-like, lives only
by sucking living labour, and
lives the more, the more labour
it sucks,” wrote Marx.
Marx used the rest of the first
volume of Capital to develop a
detailed account of the process
of production, building his
argument up layer by layer.
For instance, in his chapter
on the length of the working
day Marx offers vivid descriptions of conditions in the early
English factories—and of the
struggles workers are driven to
engage in.
Here Marx’s identification
with workers is especially clear.
At one point he paraphrases a
manifesto of London building
workers protesting that their
employers risk destroying
workers’ capacity to labour in
the long term.
Marx knew about the
m anifesto because he cov
ered the dispute as a radical
journalist and supported the
1859-60 builders’ strike.
Ultimately the action of
workers, along with divisions
and arguments within the
ruling class, pushed the state to
place limits on the working day.
But battles over how
long workers are exploited
c ontinue—as every trade

unionist who has argued over
the length of the lunch break
knows.
There is another crucial
argument in the first volume of
Capital.
Marx shows how successive
revolutions in the techniques

of production create larger
w orkplaces where workers

can be drawn together with
advanced machinery.
This is still the case today.
The value of machinery and
equipment operated by w
 orkers
in Britain in 2017 is greater
than ever.
And almost half of w
 orkers
are in workplaces containing
over 100 people, far bigger
than the average workplace in
Marx’s day.
Once the limits of extending
the working day or simply
making people work harder
are reached, capitalists look
for other ways to increase their
profits.
The main way they do this
is through what Marx called
“accumulation”.
This is the process whereby
some of the surplus value
pumped out of workers is
invested in new, more efficient machinery that can create
commodities more quickly and
cheaply.
Capitalists do not exploit
or accumulate out of personal
malice. Indeed, they “may
be a model citizen, perhaps
a member of the RSPCA,” as
Marx put it.
They do so because if they do
not they are driven out of business and cease to be capitalists
at all. This is the law of the
cut-throat world of capitalist
competition.
So any barriers to accumulation must be broken apart
in this profit-grabbing frenzy.
Not only does the worker
lose control, but the system
also escapes the control of
individual capitalists.
This is why capitalism, as well
as being a dynamic, fast‑changing system, also harbours vast
destructive powers.
For instance, any serious
account of the ecological catastrophe unfolding today requires
us to grasp the boundless drive
to accumulate inherent in
capitalism.
There is another sense in
which capitalism is destructive.
Capitalism plunges again
and again into crises because it
is an unplanned, profit‑driven
system.
The central ideas that can
explain crises are contained
in volumes two and especially three of Capital, which
remained unpublished in Marx’s
lifetime.
Here Marx demonstrates
how accumulation, by replacing
workers with machinery, tends
in the long run to choke off

READ MORE
A Reader’s Guide to
Capital
by Joseph Choonara
£9.99

This guide is designed
to be read alongside the
Penguin edition of Marx’s
Capital, £18.99
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1917

RUSSIAN
REVOLUTION

Our terrified rulers spread
lies to undermine revolution
Fearing that they
would also be toppled,
ruling classes across
the world organised
to crush the Russian
Revolution of 1917

Marx showed how
workers are more
than just cogs in
a machine (top)
and backed strikes
that were ridiculed
in the mainstream
(above)

profits, ultimately u
 ndermining
itself.
He also explores the emergence of the financial system
and how this amplifies and
spreads crises.
The relevance of this should
be clear to anyone living in
today’s financially-bloated
capitalism, which has largely
stagnated since 2008.
No less crucial is Marx’s
insistence that the capitalists
are not simply oppressors.
They are also dependent on
the workers that they exploit—
and this is the ultimate source
of our power to challenge
them.
Capital remains the best
starting point for our own
attempts to analyse capitalism,
all the better to overthrow it.

Both are available at
Bookmarks, the socialist
bookshop
Phone 020 7637 1848
or go to
bookmarksbookshop.co.uk

THE RUSSIAN Revolution of
1917 terrified ruling classes
across the world—and with
good reason.
The conditions that led to
revolution in Russia existed
elsewhere, and it inspired
struggles across the globe.
Those at the top threw
resources at trying to
crush it. Some 14 armies
invaded Russia to support
the counter‑revolutionary
White Army.
Winston Churchill,
who was to become Tory
prime minister during
the Second World War,
declared that Britain wanted
to “strangle at birth” the
revolutionary regime.
The Times newspaper
said, “The remedy for
Bolshevism is bullets.”
Our rulers also churned
out propaganda to try
and undermine support
for the revolution.
Churchill claimed that the
Bolsheviks were reducing
Russia “to an animal
form of barbarism”.
In the US, newspapers
claimed the Bolsheviks had
set up an electric guillotine
in Petrograd that could cut
off 500 heads an hour.

Horrors

In February and March 1919,
hearings at a US senate
subcommittee heard of
alleged Bolshevik horrors.
Historian Frederick
Lewis Schuman said
the hearings depicted
revolutionary Russia “as a
kind of bedlam inhabited by
abject slaves at the mercy
of homicidal maniacs”.
Complaints that the
Bolsheviks promoted “free
love” and that women had
been “nationalised” conjured
up images of debauchery and
the denigration of women.
One particularly antisemitic
pamphlet, A Sea of Blood—
the Truth about Bolshevik
Russia, included lurid claims
of Bolshevik torture.

US TROOPS invaded Russia in 1918

1917 TIMELINE

12-15 August (25-28 August
by the modern calendar)
lWorkers’ local soviets vote
for a general strike against
a Provisional Government
conference
lPetrograd Soviet votes
364 to 304 to not strike
lThey only strike for a day
and call for new elections to
the Petrograd Soviet

“The Bolsheviks drove nails
into empty wooden barrels,
then jammed human beings
inside, rolling the barrels
around merrily,” it said.
Once the Bolsheviks had
been maligned, those at the
top used every opportunity
to link the revolution abroad
to struggles at home .
During a general strike
in Seattle in 1919, papers
ran headlines such as, “Reds
directing Seattle strike—to
test for chance of revolution”.
They asked if the strike
was “the stepping stone to
a Bolshevised America”.
Immigration officials
stepped up investigations of

‘‘

Rulers churned
out propaganda
to undermine
support for
the revolution

socialists and trade unionists
across the US in response to
a strike wave. Thousands of
other workers were arrested
and jailed, often beaten and
kept in dire conditions.
Some 5,000 US
workers were jailed in
the anti‑Communist
Palmer raids in 1919.
Author Dave Sherry wrote,
“More US citizens were jailed
in the eight-week period of red
baiting than the Soviet regime
managed to incarcerate in
the entire eight years of its
New Economic Policy.”

Claimed

In 1924 the Daily Mail
newspaper in Britain published
the “Zinoviev letter”.
The paper claimed it had
a note written by then Soviet
leader Grigori Zinoviev to the
Communist Party in Britain.
Published four days before
a general election, the point
was to undermine the Labour
Party by association.
It spoke of plans for
“revolutionising the
international and British
proletariat” and spreading
the “ideas of Leninism in
England and the colonies”.
Some 75 years later
the authorities admitted
the letter was forged.
The ruling class panic
over the Russian Revolution
shows how scared they are
of workers when they take
matters in their own hands.
Our rulers organised
to crush the revolution
because they knew it
threatened their system.
This is part of a series of
weekly articles on the Russian
Revolution tinyurl.com/sw1917
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NEWS

Anti-fascists remember beating the NF
in Deptford, not far from the
major events of the battle,
which was supported by
Goldsmiths College, Lewisham Council and LMHR.
A panel discussion saw
people who were there on the
day share their experiences.
Jo Lang remembered the
moment when anti-fascists
gathered in the town centre
after holding off the NF.

by NICK CLARK

ANTI-RACISTS and
anti-fascists gathered in
south east London last
weekend to commemorate
the 40th anniversary of the
Battle of Lewisham.
They remembered the day
in 1977 when thousands of
people took to the streets to
confront the Nazi National
Front (NF) as they attempted
to march through Lewisham.
Around 100 people came
to a march and rally organised by Unite Against Fascism
(UAF) at Clifton Rise—the
site of the confrontation—
last Saturday.

Streets

United

Paul Holborow, who as a
Socialist Workers Party
organiser helped plan the
1977 demo, paid tribute to
the local people and socialists
who united against the Nazis.
“The Afro-Caribbean community along with socialists
taught the Nazis a lesson
from which they found it very
hard to recover,” he said.
And John Lockwood, the
only person to be jailed as
a result of the battle, said it

MARCHERS IN Lewisham 

“showed it was possible to go
beyond protesting and opposing the fascists, and deny
them the streets.”
Labour MP Dawn Butler
said the lesson from Lewisham was that “It’s important
that we never take our eyes
off justice and equality.”
Lewisham councillor

Picture: Guy Smallman

Brenda Dacres said we should
remember 1977 “to tell our
children so that they know
and that they stand up”.
Other speakers included
Jeff Sheen from the RMT
union, NUS president Shakira Martin and Cathy Pound
from Searchlight magazine.
A plaque from Lewisham



More online...

The Battle of Lewisham in
1977 bit.ly/2fFnVXf
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council was unveiled at the
site on Sunday, remembering
how “thousands united here
against racism and fascism”.
And the commemorations
continued with two Love
Music Hate Racism (LMHR)
concerts over the weekend.
There was also a day of
celebration and discussion

“It felt like those streets were
my streets,” she said. “There
were no cops there, just loads
of people smiling at each
other because the NF weren’t
there.”
Others remembered the
toxic atmosphere of racism
whipped up by cops and racists. Dennis, speaking from
the floor, pointed out that,
“In 1977 it wasn’t safe for a
black man to walk the street.
You couldn’t walk through
parts of Lewisham.”
And Harold Wilson, who
was a schoolboy in the area
at the time, remembered,
“There was fear at the time.
Genuine fear. But with the
Nazis defeated at Clifton Rise
it just got that bit easier”.
Another discussion on

Rock Against Racism (RAR)
remembered the role that
music and concerts played in
the fight against racism.
The panel included RAR
organiser Roger Huddle,
Rhoda Dakar from ska band
the Bodysnatchers and
writer and activist Hassan
Mahamdallie.
Many speakers said the
point of remembering Lewisham was to learn lessons
to help in the fight against
racism and fascism today.
Speaking at the march
on Saturday, Imam Shakeel Begg from Lewisham
Islamic Centre vowed that if
Nazis tried to march through
Lewisham again, “We are a
strong, united community
who will take them on.”
And Weyman Bennett from
Stand Up To Racism and joint
secretary of UAF said, “The
NF didn’t go because they
wanted to go—we smashed
them.
“We can defeat racists
and fascists if we understand
what Lewisham meant”.
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A train still needs guards
—and rail tycoons know it
Leaked emails, a trial by jury and an accident report—evidence against the
Tories’ push for ‘driver-only operation’ is mounting, writes Raymie Kiernan
AFTER a very rainy 24 hours
last September, a landslip
spilled onto a busy railway outside
a tunnel near Watford.
A passenger train struck the debris
and derailed. It slightly obstructed
the adjacent track. It was lucky it did
not obstruct it more—another train
was hurtling towards it at nearly 80
miles per hour.
The second driver hit the brake, and
the collision took place at 34 miles
per hour. The derailed train’s driver
was unable to leave his cab.
The whole incident occurred in less
than 40 seconds.
The guards on both trains played
a crucial role in ensuring the welfare and safe evacuation of passengers. The details were released in
an accident investigation report last
Thursday.

Southern is run by
Govia Thameslink
Railway, a consortium of
two transport giants with
huge stakes in the rail
industry.
They run a superfranchise like no other.
The Tory government
takes all the revenue
from fares and hands
Govia a “management
fee”. Whenever the firm
is caught messing up,
the state picks up the
bill.

implications” for disabled and older
people’s access to travel.
The RDG was known until last year
as the Association of Train Operating
Companies—set up to represent
bosses after the 1993 privatisation of
the railways.
The leak came from ABC, the
passenger group that took the
Department for Transport (DfT)
to court over its handling of the
Southern railway fiasco.
The emails came from bodies
including the Chartered Institute
of Logistics and Transport, its

Accessibility and Inclusion Forum
and the bosses’ “independent” safety
body, the Rail Safety and Standards
Board (RSSB).
The RSSB official revealed they
were “responsible for a major piece
of research” at the time into extending DOO “on behalf of RDG and ultimately DfT”.
Yet curiously, RSSB hid the
research report after the dispute over
DOO between guards in the RMT
union and Southern rail flared up.
Maybe that’s because it urged
“the best solution, in pure economic

Picture: Rail Accident Investigation Branch

terms” was “to make all guards compulsorily redundant”.
Or maybe because it estimated that
DOO could be worth £350 million to
the fat cats after five years—and over
£2 billion after 20 years.
To ensure that our safety comes
before their profit, the case for renationalising the railways is more
urgent than ever.
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Email with your ideas
reports@socialistworker.co.uk

provided plenty of evidence.
Countless reports have shown
how disabled people have been
denied basic rights to travel, told
to give two days’ notice if they
require assistance and been left
stranded even when they do.
Campaigners insist that
DOO is leading to multiple
equality laws being broken.

A JURY last week cleared a
train driver charged with
endangering the safety of rail
passengers by wilful omission or
neglect.
The driver was accused of
failing to check that the whole
length of the train was clear
before leaving the station.
A woman’s hand got stuck
between the doors of the train
and she was dragged along the
platform as it left a west London
station in 2015.
She managed to free herself
before reaching the end of the
platform.
The court heard that the
warning system in the driver’s

cab did not light up to say that
there was an obstruction in the
door.
The driver said he’d carried
out all the proper checks.
A subsequent investigation
found that the light in the
driver’s cab would not indicate
an obstruction if a passenger’s
hand or arm was stuck in the
door.
This is one of the many
reasons it’s better to have two
workers on a train, a driver and
a guard, than just one.
At least 19 people have been
killed and over 7,000 injured
around the edge of platforms in
Britain in the last five years.

THE Govia contract
is overseen by DfT
official Peter Wilkinson.
When Govia was
awarded the contract, he
owned a large share in
a consultancy that was
advising the firm.
Govia’s performance
has been so poor that
the High Court was
asked to intervene after
the DfT refused to act
for over a year.
The government
hit Govia with a
£13.4 million fine then
handed it straight back
to fund “improvements”.

Stakes are high
THE industrial
unrest on Southern
is not just a consequence
of imposing DOO on
the workforce. It is a
deliberate strategy to
pick fights with rail
unions—and smash them.
The outcome of the
disputes will have major
repercussions across the
rail industry.
It’s a fight workers
cannot afford
to lose.

Picture: Guy Smallman

TRAINS AFTER a collision caused by a landslip in Watford last year	

Disabled people stranded Trapped? Driver can’t see you
IN OCTOBER last year the
Westminster transport select
committee of MPs was
“concerned” about “the potential
effects of DOO on disabled
people’s access to the railway”.
It recommended that “the
DfT and the Association of Train
Operating Companies jointly
commission research” into it.
Yet the research had been
done—and buried at the RDG.
MPs called for action to
“guarantee that disabled rail
passengers receive the support
to which they are entitled”.
Tory transport minister
Chris Grayling ignored them.
The industrial battle raging
on Southern railway for
nearly a year and a half has

It’s easy money

Pulling strings

Critical

The accident underlined the need
for a second safety critical member
of staff on trains. This undermines
the Tories’ argument for getting rid
of train guards and extending driver
only operation (DOO).
The DOO drive to get rid of guards
involves a complex web of overlapping organisations, keeping the real
implications for passenger safety out
of the public eye.
A buried report described as DOO’s
“foundational document” emerged
last week in a leak of emails from
2014 between senior officials from
bodies that influence rail policy. It
had spent four years in a dark corner
at the Rail Delivery Group (RDG).
Less than two months ago the same
dark corner had produced another
report, hidden for two years.
It said there would be “considerable
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IN BRIEF

REPORTS
CABIN CREW

DISTRIBUTION WORKERS

Action called for a
£10 an hour wage

Action at Argos just in time

A NATIONAL day of action for
a £10 an hour minimum wage
and union rights has been
called by the Bfawu union
and the Fast Food Rights
campaign for 4 September.
A new website to support
McDonald’s workers currently
balloting for strikes has been
set up to support other low
paid workers fighting for the
same demands.
lGo to bit.ly/2uBWGDD

Hostel landlord
under fire over bills
RESIDENTS OF the England’s
Lane Hostel for women and
children in Camden, north
London, are launching a
campaign after racking up
costs of up to £150 in laundry
bills.
They allege that the hostel
management has failed to
maintain the laundry room,
which has fallen into disrepair
and is now closed. “I have a
list of more than 30 families
who want this issue to be
urgently addressed,” said one
of the hostel’s residents.

Capita punishment
for stingy bosses
WORKERS FOR the Capita
business services firm
began balloting for strikes
on Monday of this week over
changes to their pension
plans. Some workers will
lose up to 70 percent of their
retirement income if the
changes go ahead.

Don’t let racists
back on terraces
ANTI-RACIST football fans
have leafleted supporters
to stop the growth of the
Football Lads Alliance (FLA).
10 grounds were leafleted
over the weekend.
The FLA has set up groups
at many clubs now, including
Crystal Palace. The local
Selhurst RMT branch has
raised the question of how to
organise against them.
lFor more information and
to download leaflets go to
standuptoracism.org.uk

Teachers debate
trans rights
MEMBERS OF the NUT
union’s LGBT+ caucus
released a statement in
response to debates within
the teachers’ union about
trans rights.
It comes ahead of a
government consultation on
the Gender Recognition Act,
which allows trans people
to gain a gender recognition
certificate. Socialist Worker
supporters within the NUT
back the statement.
At the NUT annual
conference in April delegates
backed a motion instructing
the union “to be clear that
it supports transgender
members’ right to
self-identity”.
lTo view the statement, go to
bit.ly/2uH0e3d

BA CABIN crew, still standing strong after almost 70 days on strike

Picture: Socialist Worker

WORKERS AT Argos
distribution centres began
a three-week strike on
Tuesday, demanding
guarantees over redundancy
and severance packages.
The Unite union
members fear for their
jobs, terms and conditions
after Argos outsourced
nearly 500 workers from
one big distribution hub
to Wincanton Logistics.
They had to move
from Lutterworth in
Leicestershire to Kettering
in Northamptonshire.
Around 1,100 workers
walked out at five sites—
Basildon in Essex,
Bridgwater in Somerset,

Castleford in West Yorkshire,
Heywood in Greater
Manchester and Barton
near Burton-on-Trent.
The Barton workers
are also striking for the
right to be covered by the
employer-union national
forum, from which they
are currently excluded.
The long-running
dispute last saw strikes
in May of this year.
Unite has warned
the long walkout could
cause severe disruption
due to Argos’s reliance
on pared-down “just in
time” distribution.
lSend messages of support to

Cabin crew dig in with
another two weeks Builders demand equality

mark.barter@unitetheunion.org

CONSTRUCTION

by DAVE SEWELL
BRITISH Airways (BA) cabin
crew are digging in for the
next two weeks in their
ongoing strike—and their
action is taking a toll.
Unite union members in
BA’s “mixed fleet” have struck
nearly 70 days against poverty
pay this year.
Many workers rely on
second jobs, taking home less
than £16,000 a year.
At a members’ meeting on
Thursday of last week they
reaffirmed their determination
to fight on.
Unite rep Gareth Theobald
told Socialist Worker, “BA is
under a lot of pressure from
staff shortages, and public
opinion.”
At a “Solidarity Saturday”
event last Saturday, strikers
told Socialist Worker why
they are still fighting. Joe and
Amanda have just got married,

yet can’t afford to move out
of the rented home they share
with other people.
Joe said, “I always imagined
that BA was the best airline in
the world so it must be a good
employer. But it doesn’t value
the staff whose work makes all
its profit.”
Amanda agreed, “They
constantly tell us that the
reason people fly BA is the
reception they get from cabin
crew. But then they treat us
like we’re disposable, and we
can be replaced just like that.”

Arrogance

That arrogance has also
informed bosses’ response to
the strike, doing all they can to
suggest it’s having no effect.
But they are cancelling
flights, flying others without
a full crew, and sending
other passengers onto other
airlines—notably through an
expensive “wet-leasing” deal
with Qatar Airways.

Laura said, “It is having an
effect, otherwise they wouldn’t
be paying Qatar, they wouldn’t
keep switching flights around
and they wouldn’t need
‘incentives’ to get people into
work.
“You should see the emails
they send to the people who
are still going into work—
always apologising for the
disruption to their rosters. It’s
all because of the strike.”
Some workers have joined
the strike as it’s gone on,
moved by the action of their
colleagues. Lais said, “At first
I was afraid, and didn’t think I
could afford to strike.
“But I saw that things
weren’t going to change any
other way. So I had to join the
struggle rather than wait for it
to get sorted without me.
“If you’re not happy with
the way things are, take charge
and do something about it.”
lDonate to the strikers’

hardship fund bit.ly/2iAp2Ea

NUCLEAR WORKERS

Sellafield glows as workers rage over pay
SOME 5,000 workers
at Sellafield nuclear
reprocessing plant are
being balloted for industrial
action over pay.
They are members of the
Unite and GMB unions.
Sellafield has imposed

a 1.5 percent pay award.
Workers agreed last
year to accept a pay raise
of just 0.25 percent. And
bosses are also pushing
a regrading exercise that
will slash wages further.
Two thirds of Sellafield

workers will also have
to pay an extra 2 to
6 percent on their
pensions contributions
from next year. This is
part of government-led
changes to the pensions
of nuclear workers.

by ELEANOR WOYEN
and WENDY DOBBS
UP TO 100 construction
workers in the GMB and
Unite unions were joined by
supporters at King George
Dock in Hull on Monday to
protest for equal pay.
They also demanded that
the company, Harris Pye,
honour national agreements
on pay and conditions for all
workers.
The company has refused
to employ workers, including
those from Romania and
Portugal, on the national
conditions. Placards in
Portuguese and Romanian
displayed the slogan “equal
pay for equal work”.
Drivers of lorries and cars
coming into the dock stopped
and listened to the protesters’
arguments. Long tail backs
stretched down Hedon road.
The GMB union could
step up the action by having
a coordinated protest across
three Harris Pye sites. One

Placards read “equal pay
for equal work”
protester said, “Hull is
celebrating the end of slavery
as part of the City of Culture
events and yet we’ve got slave
labour here in Hull.”
nSCAFFOLDERS AT Cape
Industrial Services at
Eggborough power station in
East Yorkshire were set to strike
for 48 hours from Thursday and
from Monday of next week.
The Unite union members
demand bosses pay the
national rate for the job.

LGBT+

RAILWAY WORKERS

Tube bosses’ two-tier plan beaten back
LONDON TUBE bosses’
attempt to opportunistically
seize on safety concerns
raised by union members has
been thwarted by the threat
of industrial action. Bosses
wanted to use the concerns to
attack workers’ conditions.
RMT union members
working for Tube Lines
suspended action after bosses
committed to recruiting
permanent staff instead of
creating a two-tier workforce

of 35 new workers on two-year
contracts.
The workers at the
Northfields and Cockfosters
Piccadilly Line workshops have
won guarantees that all 35 of
these workers will be made
permanent.
nTHE RMT rail workers union
is to ballot its members for
strikes on the Greater Anglia
rail network from Monday of
next week.

The union said bosses at
parent company Abellio had
“blatantly ignored” its concerns
about the safety critical role of
train guards (see page 17).
It added, “This dispute
could have totally been
resolved if the company had
guaranteed a second safety
critical person on every
train.” The union is urging its
members to vote yes.
The ballot runs until 12
September.

On the Pride march in south Manchester last Saturday

Big Pride in Levenshulme
AROUND 250 marched for
LGBT+ liberation in south
Manchester last Saturday,
part of the first-ever Pride
weekend in Levenshulme.
Labour MP Afzal Khan
joined the demonstration.

Supporters attended
25 other events in the area
during the three-day Pride,
“in the context of hatred
and violence against LGBT+
people,” organisers said.
Mike Killian

Get your reports and pictures to us by 12 noon on Monday
Post PO Box 71327, London SE11 9BW Phone 020 7840 5656 Email reports@socialistworker.co.uk
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CIVIL SERVICE WORKERS

ROYAL MAIL

Union could deliver
national mail strike
feeling’s quite high, and it’s
not just in Hartlepool.”
He added, “We’ve had
about seven or eight gate
meetings and district meetings. All the meetings have
been unbelievably well
attended.

by NICK CLARK

POSTAL WORKERS in Royal
Mail could soon walk out
for their first national strike
since 2009.
Their CWU union was
expected to announce a ballot
as Socialist Worker went to
press on Tuesday.
Workers have been gearing up for a big battle ever
since Royal Mail bosses
announced an attack on pensions that could cost workers
thousands of pounds.
CWU activists met in central London on Monday of
this week for a national briefing to discuss the coming
battle.

Feeling

Ballot

The union’s postal executive
committee met the following day—with many activists
strongly expecting them to
officially announce a ballot.
Large workplace meetings
of CWU members at Royal
Mail offices across Britain
have shown the strength of
the union’s organisation.
And a series of unofficial
walkouts over the past few
months have shown that
workers are raring to get out
of the door.
Last week alone saw two
unofficial strikes at offices
in Hartlepool, in County

UNOFFICIAL STRIKE in Grays, Essex, last week

Durham, and Grays, in Essex.
CWU members at Grays
walked out for six hours last
Thursday in defence of a
worker who faced the sack.
It was their second unofficial walkout this year.
And workers in Hartlepool
walked out for half an
hour the previous Tuesday
morning.
They said managers had

tried to pressure someone on
sick leave back to work.
Hartlepool CWU branch
secretary Peter Hall told
Socialist Worker that tensions
are rising. “Royal Mail is supposedly a caring employer,”
he said.
“But with the dispute
coming they’re starting to
bully people. People are getting a little bit edgy. The

“If it was just about pay,
you would maybe get 20-30
people at a meeting. We’ve
had about 80 people at some
gate meetings, which is something I’ve never seen. That
tells you the feeling.”
Under pressure, Royal Mail
has backed away from other
planned attacks, including
cuts to sick pay and bonus
payments.
But bosses have kept
their plans to replace workers’ defined benefit pension
scheme with one that leaves
yearly pensions at the whims
of the market.
If the ballot goes ahead
it will be the first national
strike ballot under new Tory
union law. It dictates that
50 percent of all eligible
members vote in the ballot.
Union activists have to
make sure to deliver a result
to beat the thresholds. And a
strong vote for strikes has to
be followed up with equally
strong action.
lFor updates on this story go
to socialistworker.co.uk

COUNCIL WORKERS

Janitors sweep to victory after long battle of ‘dirty money’
by RAYMIE KIERNAN
GLASGOW SCHOOL janitors
have won their long-running
pay battle against the city
council. The Unison union
members voted by 68 to 7
on Monday to accept a
new deal equivalent to
a 6 percent pay rise.
It ends their 20-month
dispute with council-owned
firm Cordia that saw 67
strike days and a 20 percent
rise in union membership.
Janitor Steven told
Socialist Worker, “It’s a
fantastic result for us.
It basically means less
hours for more money.
“There are some extra
duties but many that we
were already doing, so
there’s very little pain.
“We set out demanding
an extra £500 and ended
up with £1,200. It just

Workers celebrating on Monday

shows you what you can
do if you stick together.”
The dispute was sparked
in January 2016 when
Cordia said the janitors
should not receive £500
“dirty money” for duties
that are dirty, unpleasant,
involve working outside
or heavy lifting.
The new deal creates
some extra jobs, gives relief

Picture: Glasgow City Unison

janitors a permanent school
and others the chance to
earn £4,000 a year more
for new supervisory roles
staged over two years.
It also guarantees
the principle of “one
janitor, one school” that
workers fought for.
Cordia spent tens of
thousands of pounds trying
to undermine the janitors’

walkouts and upped
the ante late last year,
announcing a pilot scheme
to cut 25 percent of jobs.
Janitors responded with
roving mass pickets and the
scheme was soon dropped
by the then Labour council.
Labour was booted out
in May. And the Scottish
National Party (SNP) was
under huge pressure to
meet its election pledge
to sort out the dispute
in its first 100 days.
That period ended on
Monday, the day before the
new school term—with the
threat of a new two-week
walkout from Tuesday if
the deal wasn’t accepted.
The janitors’ victory is
important and shows that
outsourced workers can
fight back. The SNP may
seek to take credit, but the
real lesson is that striking
can get real results.

Pickets in Sheffield 

Picture: Neil Terry

Resistance at jobcentres
grows in two-week walkout
WORKERS AT a jobcentre in
Sheffield began a two‑week
strike on Monday in their
ongoing fight to save their
office from closure.
Workers at another
jobcentre in Whitley Bay,
Tyneside, were also set to walk
out on Thursday and Friday.
Members of the PCS union
at both jobcentres are fighting
as part of a campaign against
job cuts and office closures
across the Department for
Work and Pensions (DWP).
The Tories want to axe
almost one in ten jobcentres
across Britain. Hundreds of
workers could be sacked and
claimants will be put at greater
risk of sanctions.
In Sheffield the closure of
the office will not mean job

losses. But benefit claimants
will have to travel much
further for appointments—and
face sanctions if they are late.
In Whitley Bay claimants
and workers will have to
relocate to another jobcentre
three miles away.
Some 100 people protested
against the closure in Whitley
Bay last Saturday. The PCS has
described the planned strike as
a “last resort” before the office
was set to close on Friday of
this week.
Meanwhile, the two-week
strike in Sheffield marks a big
escalation.
Both campaigns show it’s
possible to organise a fight
against closures. But stopping
them from happening will take
a bigger fight across the DWP.

GALLERY

DVSA

CAMPAIGNERS IN Swansea
protested on Monday and
Wednesday of last week to
stop the closure of Swansea
University’s renowned Oriel
Ceri Richards gallery.
University management
plan to close it in September
as part of a redevelopment
supposed to “enhance the
student experience”.
Campaigners are calling
on them to reverse the
decision.
lPetition at bit.ly/2w5B2Hk

WORKERS AT the Driver and
Vehicle Standards Agency
(DVSA), including driving
examiners, were set to be
balloted for strikes from
Thursday of this week.
Bosses at the DVSA want
to increase working hours
by introducing “flexible
working”. This would mean
managers will be able to
deploy workers anywhere
they choose without notice.
The workers’ PCS union is
urging a vote for strikes.

ANTI-FASCISM

Mobilise to stop the Nazis
ANTI-FASCISTS in
Wolverhampton in the West
Midlands mobilised at short
notice against a surprise
visit by Nazi group Britain
First on Saturday.
The twenty Britain First
members were said to be on
a “recruitment drive”. But
a counter-demonstration
of up to 100 anti-fascists
organised by Unite Against
Fascism (UAF) forced the
cops to move them on.
Anti-fascists are gearing
up to oppose Nazi events
in West Yorkshire and
Scotland next month.

UAF has called for
counter‑demonstrations
against planned English
Defence League rallies in
Keighly and Bradford in
West Yorkshire on Saturday
2 September.
And UAF in Scotland
is calling on people to
confront the Scottish
Defence League in Perth the
following week on Sunday
10 September.
lGo to Oppose the fascist

EDL in Keighley & Bradford
and Oppose Nazi SDL! Perth
Unity Demonstration on
Facebook for details
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BARTS STRIKERS
CAN BEAT SERCO
by TOMÁŠ TENGELY-EVANS

OUTSOURCED health
workers in east London
are ramping up their fight
against multinational Serco.
The Unite union members
were set to escalate their
action with a five-day walk
out on Friday—the first of
a series of five-day strikes
against poverty pay.
The largely migrant, low
paid workers are cleaners,
domestics, porters and security staff across four sites at
Barts Health NHS Trust.
This latest round comes
after three successful walkouts over the last two
months—and bosses are feeling the pressure.
Striker Avinash told
Socialist Worker, “As soon as
we went back to work, people
were saying the whole hospital is dirty.
“The scabs they’re bringing
in don’t know how to do the
work.”
Unite has said that bosses
are illegally shipping in
agency workers to do the
strikers’ jobs.
In the face of bosses’
attempts to force them back
to work, solidarity has been

BARTS HEALTH workers are launching a series of five-day strikes

STRIKE DATES
Join the picket lines
l18-22 August
l25-29 August
l8-12 September
l15-19 September

key to keeping up workers
morale. “Lots of people are
supporting the strike—it
makes us happy and helps us
to carry on,” Avinash said.
Health campaigners and
other trade unionists have
joined the picket lines and
raised hundreds of pounds in

donations. Strikers have been
speaking at union branch
meetings across the capital.
It’s vital that supporters build
on this solidarity.
Avinash said that, since
the last strike, more workers
within the hospital are hearing about their fight. Some
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rank and file Unison union
members have supported
them, but getting greater solidarity from within the four
hospitals is crucial to forcing
the bosses to retreat.
That can also give
confidence to workers to keep
up the fight, and encourage

those who are going into
work to join the picket lines.
The Barts workers have
won support because their
fight chimes with anger at
low pay and the Tories’ 1 percent public sector pay cap.
Most strikers earn just over
the London Living Wage.
Bosses offered just over
£2 more a week, which
workers rejected. They are
determined to win 30p an
hour. Serco made £82 million
profit in 2016.
Since Serco took over the
“facilities management” contract in April it has faced
resistance—including an
unofficial walkout that reinstated tea breaks.
Avinash said, “We’re
not going to stop until our
demands are met.
“All the hospitals have
to stand together—if we’re
united we can win, if we’re
divided we will fall.”
A win for Serco strikers
will be a boost to everyone
fighting against poverty pay
and the public sector pay cap.
Send donations to Barts Health
NHS Unite branch, Unite the
Union, 33-37 Moreland Street,
London EC1V 8BB. Cheques
payable to “Unite the Union”

BIRMINGHAM

No bin collections in eight weeks for some as refuse strike escalates
spend most of the time
just driving and nothing
will be collected.”
One striker told Socialist
Worker, “We’ve created
such a backlog of rubbish
that even if we started
work tomorrow it would
take weeks of overtime
to get on top of it.”

by DAVE SEWELL

Provoked

Sandwell council workers brought solidarity to strikers this week
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REFUSE WORKERS in
Birmingham have stepped
up their action with a
new strike timetable that
even bosses say will bring
bin collections to a halt.
The Unite union
members will continue
to strike for three hours
a day, but this will
now be split into three
one-hour walkouts.
Since they also have
two breaks, this means
five trips to and from
their depots each day.
A management source
conceded to a local paper
that, “We fear they will

The Labour council is
trying to remove a safety
critical role, slash the pay
of the workers who do
it, and give all workers
more work and less time
off. But it has provoked
resistance and could be
a spur for other fights.
Recycling workers

employed by Suez in
Doncaster have called two
five-day strikes against
a rotten pay deal as
bosses plot to axe over
100 jobs. It follows a
vote to strike by refuse
workers in Wigan.
In Birmingham the
council has spent six years
slashing jobs and services
with more attacks ahead.
This is partly why its
attempts to turn people
against the strikers have
had limited success.
“People in some areas
haven’t had a collection in
eight weeks,” the striker
said. “They’re getting a
bit more pissed off with
us—but a lot more pissed

off with the council.
“People know what the
council has been doing.
And council leaders
forget, we meet every
single person in this city.
“We speak to them
and we get a lot of
support. I lose count of
how many horns have
beeped, how many
thumbs up we’ve had.”
This strike can win—and
send a clear message that
with workers’ solidarity it’s
possible to beat austerity.
Support the workers’ hardship
fund. Send cheques payable to
“Unite the union” to Unite the
union, Transport House,
9-17 Victoria St, West
Bromwich B70 8HX
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